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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1.
In Sept ember-November 2009, Oxford Brookes Archaeology & Heritage (OBA H) carried out an
archaeological evaluation and excavation at a complex of three adjacent warehouses in Muharraq,
Bahrain, on behalf of The Ministry of Culture and Information of Bahrain. The work was done in advance of
building work to redevelop the area as part of a propos ed heritage trail based around B ahrain's historic
pearl fishery, which is currently the subject of a bid for UNES CO World Heritage status.
1.2.
The intention was to record the archaeological and arc hitectural history of the site, not only for
reasons of mitigation prior to development, but also to add to our knowledge of the development of
Muharraq during and after the peak of the pearling period.
1.3.
The chief subject of study was the building known as the Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro 'Amara. This
had formerly been a shorefront property whic h combined the functions of warehouse, market and dockyard
facility. Adjacent properties, which were also recorded, included the Ali Rashed Fakhro 'Amara and the
Ibrahim al-Doy 'Amara.
1.4.
The t wo Fakhro 'amarat were built of traditional building materials (coral-stone, wood and plaster) ,
while the Ibrahim al-Doy 'Amara largely consisted of a sturdy structure built of modern materials in the
1970s. The Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro 'A mara was the largest but the least well preserved property. Most
of its roofing and walling had collapsed and its internal layout was no longer discernable. The Ali Rashed
Fakhro 'Amara was well preserved up to its roof.
1.5.
The excavation revealed well-preserved shops and warehouse areas belonging t o the latest phase of
the traditional warehouse buildings, overlying earlier (late 19th century) stone buildings at the eastern
(landward) end. In situ finds and installations in the Yusuf Abdurrahman Fakhro 'Amara included numerous
facilities for the production of date syrup (abandoned in the 1940s), stalls used for the sale of building
hardware and household products (probably a subsequent usage), and lat er modifications related to the
use of the building to sell equipment and vehicles left by t he British in the early 1970s. Thes e provide
valuable testament to the traditional and transitional economy of Bahrain between ca. 1890 and the 1970s.
1.6.
The standing buildings record provides a signific ant arc hive of traditional vernacular arc hitecture, as
used in buildings of economic and functional purpose, as opposed to the more common existing rec ords of
elite residences, fortifications etc.
1.7.
The standing buildings record also provides a testament to the switch bet ween traditional and modern
architectural techniques, displaying some remarkable examples of hybrid architecture, resulting from
ongoing building and modific ation between the 1940s and the 1970s.
1.8.
The whole of each property was built on reclaimed land, using coral-stone boulders at t he western
(seaward) end, but an older and different kind of reclamation technique at the eastern (landward) end,
known as samāda reclamation. This entailed the dumping of rubbish and clearance spoil behind retaining
walls on the sea shore, and thus the deposition of quantities of occupation debris from older or
contemporary settlement areas nearby.
1.9.
A much earlier horizon was identified in the pottery assemblage, of the 7th-8th c. AD, and thus
relating to Bahrain in the Early Islamic Period. This material was carried down from nearby higher ground
during t he process of land reclamation, and does not indicat e the presence of an older settlement at
exactly this spot.
1.10. A second phase of excavation was carried out in Jan-March 2010, intended to further ex plore the
buildings underlying the 'amarat, as well as the earlier horizon. This ent ailed extension of excavation
trenches in the area of the 'amarat, and the opening of two test trenches on higher ground to the east of
the 'amarat. This is the subject of a separate detailed report.
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3 INTRODUCTION
3.1

Location and scope of work

3.1.1. The development site is situated within the town of Muharraq, on the island of the same name,
located to the nort heast of the principal island of Bahrain (fig. 1). It is bounded by A venue 10 to the west,
and Tujjar A venue ( "Merchants' A venue") to the east. It is located within the principal market area of this
part of Muharraq Town, known as Suq Qaiseriya. It is now c. 260m from the sea to t he west, but was once
on the shoreline, with its western end fronting the sea and its eastern end opening into the market.

Figure 1: Location of the development site.

3.1.2. Between September and November 2009, Oxford Brookes Archaeology and Heritage (OBA H) carried
out an archaeological evaluation and excavation at the site, on behalf of the Ministry of Culture and
Information of Bahrain, in advance of redevelopment of the area.

3.1.3. The properties, their archit ectural components and their archaeological remains are part of a
proposed heritage trail bas ed around Bahrain's historic pearl fishery, which is currently the subject of a bid
for UNESCO World Herit age status (Nomination to the World Heritage List: Pearling: Testimony of an
Island Economy).
3.1.4. The archaeological work was designed to provide information on any archaeological deposits and
structures that may be revealed during excavation, while the standing buildings were also recorded. The
work was undert aken in accordance with a proposal written by Dr Robert Carter (A ppendix N).
3.1.5. The site included three components, being t he warehouse complex of Yousif A bdurrahman Fakhro
(known as 'Amarat Yousif Abdurrahman Fak hro in the existing literature of the Ministry of Culture and
Information); the stores and office complex of Ali Rashed Fakhro ('Amarat Ali Ras hed Fakhro I), whic h was
subsequently occupied by his son, Rashed Ali Fakhro; and the adjacent Doy warehouse ('Amarat Ibrahim
al-Doy). In this document they will be referred to respectively as the Y.A.F. 'Amara, the A.R.F 'Amara, and
the Doy 'Amara. None originally had access to the other except by the street at the eastern end (Tujjar
A venue), or from the seaward (western) end.

3.2

Geology and topography
2

3.2.1. The Kingdom of Bahrain is formed of an archipelago of 33 islands (t otal land surface area of 695 km )
situated towards the southern margin of t he A rabian Gulf, some 15km east of the S audi Arabian mainland
and 25 km nort hwest of the Qatar peninsula. These islands form t wo main clusters, the larger of which
comprises Bahrain Island, Al Muha rraq, Sitra, Jiddah and Umm Na‘asan.
3.2.2. The main island of Bahrain comprises a broad, generally low-lying elongate dome with its long axis
aligned roughly north-south (Doornkamp et al. 1980; Larsen 1983). Surrounding the central bedrock core
(central plateau) of the island, comprising primarily Eocene limestones, the marginal areas are generally
low-elevation tracts of land consisting of accretion plains, beach ridges, sabkhas and dunes (Doornkamp et
al. 1980). These relatively young, unconsolidat ed Pleistocene and Holocene sediment bodies result in
lands at the margins of the main (Bahrain) island consistently attaining elevations of less than 10 m asl.
3.2.3. The islands are situated in the arid -tropical climatic zone with late Quaternary climate being controlled
primarily by the interplay between the Indian Ocean Mons oon (IOM) and westerlies generated in the
Mediterranean (Parker and Goudie 2008). The periodic inc ursion northwards of the IOM has resulted in
oscillating phas es of wet (pluvial) and dry (arid) climate occurring within the last 10,000 years of the
Holoc ene. The present day hot and humid climate of Bahrain is typical of the Gulf region, wit h average
summer temperatures (May to October) regularly reaching over 35°C. Rainfall rarely exceeds 80 mm/y,
whilst evapot ranspiration averages 1850 mm/y (Zubari et al. 1994).
3.2.4. The low elevation topography of B ahrain is important in t he context of Holocene sea level change as
these marginal areas would have been particularly susceptible to inundation during periods of high sea
level which would have had a dramatic effect on the coastal geomorphology of the more populated areas
in the north, including Muharraq Island.
3.2.5. The topography of Muharraq Island c onsists of moderately elevated Quaternary limestones and well developed, inactive, dune systems connected by beach ridge systems behind which exist small sabkhas
(Doornkamp et al. 1980). Elevations on the island range f rom around 2.1 to 2.4 m asl. meaning that much
of the island is only just higher than high tide level (ibid. ). At the margins of the island shelly beach sands
exist dominat ed by poorly consolidat ed cerithid gastropods and fine to medium calcareous and quar tz
grains. As with much of present day Bahrain (especially in the heavily populated areas to the north)
Muharraq Island has been subject to extensive reclamation into the sea, and it is likely that before this
reclamation much of the island would have been particularly susceptible to sea water incursion during
periods of high sea level.
3.2.6. The Bahrain Islands were particularly favourable areas for t he support of human populations owing to
the plentiful groundwater existing in a s eries of three aquifers which form part of a single hydraulic unit
termed the E ocene Aquifer System (Doornkamp et al. 1980). The three aquifers, from lowermost to
highest, are the Umm er Radhuma (‗C‘ aquifer), the Khobar (‗B‘ aquifer) and the Alat (‗A‘ aquifer).
Doornkamp et al. (1980) report that at this time the C aquifer was highly saline (6,000 – 17,000 ppm), with

the A and B (commonly referred to as a single aquifer – the Dammam aquifer) aquifers having much lower
salinity levels at around 700 ppm. B ahrain‘s groundwater is a resource which is unlikely to be renewed to
any signific ant extent in the near future. The water in thes e aquifers, whic h originally fell as rainfall in Saudi
Arabia, has not been replenished since pluvial periods occurring in the late Pleistocene (c. 13.5 ka BP) and
early Holocene (9 – 6 ka BP).

3.3

Archaeological and historical background

3.3.1. Muharraq ( ) المحرقis Bahrain‘s second largest city, and it was the official capital of the country until
1923. Today the term ―Muharraq‖ refers to both the island and its main city. The distinction will be made
between ―Muharraq Island‖ and ―Muharraq Town‖.
3.3.2. Casual reconnaissance by one of the authors (RA C) indicates the pres ence of Early Dilmun pottery in
the northern part of Muharraq Island, suggesting occupation during the B ronze Age, but no remains of this
period have been excavat ed. The documented history of t he island goes back to the Late pre -Islamic
Period, when Christian sources refer to it as Mashmahij. This corresponds to the modern Arabic place
name Samahij, which now refers to a village on the north s hore of t he island. Documents of the Church of
the East (also known as the Nestorian Church) indicat e that Mashmahij was a major centre for Christianity
between the fifth and t he late seventh cent ury AD, and p erhaps lat er (Carter 2008). Excavations at Arad
Fort have previously indicated the presence of remains dating to the 7th or 8th century AD, misdated by
the excavators to the Sasanian Period (Kervran et 2005: 248 and Pl. 75; Kennet 2007: 97, 117 n. 196).
3.3.3. The excavations at Arad, a 17th century Portuguese fort, were conducted by Kervran in 1978 and
Walls in 1983-7 (Walls 1987). This still appears to be the only published excavation on Muharraq Island,
though unpublished work was undertaken at Bu Maher Fort in the 1970s.
3.3.4. The origin of the modern Muharraq Town is linked to the arrival of t he B ani 'Utub, who moved their
base from Jaww, on the east coast of the main island of B ahrain, t o Muharraq in 1800 or 1801, having
previously been dislodged from their base in Zubara, Qat ar (Cook 1990: 158-9). This move occurred under
the leadership of the Khalifa family, which still rules Bahrain.

3.4

Description of the site

3.4.1. The components of the site were assigned A rea codes during excavation as follows (fig. 2): Y.A.F.
'Amara: Areas A, B, C and F (F shared with Doy 'Amara); A.R.F. 'Amara: Area D; Doy 'Amara: Areas E and
F (F shared with Y.A.F. 'Amara).
3.4.2. The Y.A.F. 'Amara measured ca. 150m E -W by 20m N-S. At the start of fieldwork it consisted of a
large open area (Area A ) flanked by unstable walling and filled with rubble and recently deposited rubbish .
Running to the west of t his was Area B, an area cont aining a double colonnade of pillars and collapsed
architecture; then Area C, which included two rows of columns and a well-preserved corner of roofed
rooms in its northern part; and Area F, an open area whic h is shared with the Doy 'Amara.
3.4.3. The A. R.F. 'Amara adjoined the Y.A. 'Amara to t he north. The whole of this c omplex was designat ed
Area D. Its eastern part consisted of two rows of offices wit h standing walling and intact roofing. The alley
between the two rows of offices was filled with fallen roofing, rubble and junk. Economic documents
relating to the tenure of Ali Rashed's son, Rashed Ali, were found scattered amongst the rubble prior to
excavation. The western part included offices or store-rooms on t he northern side of the alley and an open
roofed area on the southern side, all adjoining an area filled with rubble and junk which had once included
a coffee shop (collapsed and rebuilt on a smaller scale, and now forming the western boundary of this
zone).
3.4.4. The Doy 'Amara adjoined the Y.A.F. 'Amara to the south, also measuring ca. 150m x 20m, includi ng
the patch of open ground shared with the former (Area F). The whole of the Doy 'Amara zone, except Area
F, was designated A rea E. It consisted of a block of empty offices at the east end, of largely traditional
construction, then a roofed warehous e of solid and relatively recent construction, empty except for rubbish.
An enclosed area of wasteland, trees and shrubs was to the west of this, then Area F.

Figure 2: Simplified plan of development site, showing Area codes.

3.5

Contextual Evidence from Photographs and Sketches

3.5.1. Overhead aerial photographs of the development site were available from 1976, 1980 and 2009.
There is no discernable difference in the structures shown in 1976 and 1980, but the 1980 photograph is
clearer. An angled aerial shot of 1958, taken from above the s ea, shows the front of the Fahkro 'Amara at
that date. A sketch by Yarwood was made in around 1976 showing a reconstruction supposedly based on
aerial photographs from around 1940, though the presence of internal details indicates that Y arwood used
his own observations to complete the picture (figs. 3-8). These images show the following key information.

Figure 3: Yarwood's reconstruction of the Suq Qaiseriya in ca. 1940 AD

Figure 4: Detail of Yarwood's reconstruction (redrawn), showing the A. R.F. 'Amara (left), the
Y.A.F. 'Amara (centre) and the Doy 'Amara (right)

Figure 5: The 'amarat in 1958.

Figure 6: The 'amarat in 1976.

Figure 7: The 'amarat in 1980.

Figure 8: The 'amarat in 2009.
3.5.2. In 1958, the seafront came up to the edge of Area C of the Y.A.F. 'Amara, while a rectangular jetty
projected from it into the sea (now hidden in reclaimed land in Area F). Note that the excavations and
historical sources showed that t he seafront at this time was already man -made, wit h land reclamation
having occurred at a previous date.
3.5.3. In 1958 a large wind t ower can be s een at the end of the Y.A.F. 'Amara (northeastern end of Area A),
with either one or two smaller towers along the southern edge of Area A, furt her to the west
3.5.4. In 1958, the buildings of the A.R.F. 'Amara were already in place, though the western (c offee shop)
end has since been modified. The buildings terminated at a line equivalent t o the western edge of Area A
in the adjacent Y.A.F. 'Amara, with rough reclaimed land extending down to t he equivale nt of t he western
edge of Area C, covered in what appears to be 'arish architecture (palm frond, aka barasti).
3.5.5. In 1958 a building of completely different shape to the existing structures occupied the Doy 'Amara
(Area E). This terminat ed at a line equivalent to the western edge of Area A in t he adjacent Y.A.F. 'Amara,
with rough reclaimed land extending down to the equivalent of t he western edge of Area C. This was
evidently used to beach and perhaps repair boats.
3.5.6. In 1976 and 1980, the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Areas A-C) still had intact roofing, except along t he southern
edge of Area B, and the southwestern corner of Area C, which had collapsed.

3.5.7. By 1976, the sea around the jetty in Area F had been reclaimed, and the jetty was no longer visible.
Most of Area F (the northern part, but not the smaller southern part adjoining the Doy 'Amara) was covered
in roofed buildings of apparently flimsy construction.
3.5.8. By 1976, the surviving Doy 'Amara buildings stood as they do today, except that a long roofed
structure stood to the west of the main warehouse building, which had vanished and been replaced by
waste ground by 2009.

3.6

Contextual Evidence from Historical and Living Testimony

3.6.1. Oral testimony (Buthaina Abdulla Yousef Fak hro) states that Yousif A bdurrahman Fakhro founded the
first 'amara on the site in 1881, though it must be stressed that documentary evidence for this date has not
been studied. It is not clear whether this foundation included both the 'amarat known now by his name , i.e.
the Y.A.F. 'Amara, and the Ali Rashed 'Amara. There was no direct doorway between the two complexes
within living memory, and no indication in the archaeological record t hat they had direct access, so this
foundation is likely to refer to the Y.A.F. 'Amara only. Not e that this date is slightly earlier than that
suggested by Yarwood for the building of the first 'amarat in the area, soon after 1890 (Yarwood 2005:
178).
3.6.2. According to the informants' earliest memories (chiefly Abdullah K halifa, son of the original coffee
shop owner, probably referring to the 1950s) the A.R.F. 'Amara sold goods for building and boat
maintenance, and also contained offices. At the time of Y arwood's study, around a decade prior to the
closure of this 'amara, small shops occupied its front facing Tujjar A venue, behind which there were t wo
stores. A coffee s hop occupied the western end of the site but does not appear to have opened directly
into the 'amara, though Yarwood concluded the coffee shop was built into an entrance which once gave
access into the western end of the 'amara (Yarwood 2005: 194).
3.6.3. The Y.A.F. 'Amara was known to have housed stalls for selling dates and date syrup ( dibs), but these
were closed down in 1942, according to one informant (Abdullah Mutawiyyah), and the eastern part of the
warehouse (Area A ) was locked and abandoned. This is partially support ed by the archaeological
evidence. Other oral testimony (Abdul Aziz Rashed Bu K amal) also states that this area (Area A) was used
to store wood after the closure of the date stalls. In the western part (A reas B and C), it was known that
material used for building or repairing boats w as once stored or sold, but clear memory of its usage relates
to later times, when used cars were kept and sold from thos e areas, along with miscellaneous material left
behind by the British when they left the country at independence 1971.
3.6.4. It was stated t hat the Doy 'Amara was formerly owned by the Zayani family, though Yarwood gives its
former owner as Ali Musa al-Amran (Y arwood 2005: 180, fig. 7c).
3.6.5. The archaeological evidence both supports and contradicts the oral testimony, underlining t he
importance of archaeological work, and the need to combine both techniques.

4 EXCAVATION AIMS
4.1

General aim

4.1.1. To assess and record the archaeology of the research area, while reducing the impact of the works
on any surviving archaeological remains.

4.2

Site specific aims

4.2.1. To record the properties in their final phases, as exemplars of traditional architecture and the
transition to modern building techniques.
4.2.2. To trac e the development of the 'Amara buildings and adjacent properties, and their relation to t he
natural and reclaimed shorelines.

4.2.3. To identify any significant subsurface archaeological remains below the visible 'amarat and adjacent
buildings.
4.2.4. To determine the character of any remains present, and ensure that deposits are removed (where
appropriate and practicable) by proper cont rolled archaeological methods .
4.2.5.

To estimate the dat e range of any rem ains using the artefactual record.

4.2.6. To establish the ecofactual and palaeo-ecological potential of t he site and its features (evidence for
previous diet and economy, and for previous environment).
4.2.7. To mitigat e the impact of the new development, by exposing and recording archaeological remains
and standing architecture.

5 EVALUATION AND EXCAVATION METHODOLOGY
5.1

Excavation methods and recording

5.1.1. The trenches were hand excavated by workmen under close archaeological supervision. This stopped
at the top of the first archaeological deposit.
5.1.2. Thereafter, the trenches were cleaned by hand and the revealed features were fully excavated or
sampled to determine their extent and nat ure and to retrieve finds and environmental samples.
5.1.3. Hand excavation within the trenches proceeded stratigraphically using the single context recording
system, with the proviso that more than one context was sometimes represented on a single plan, as
appropriate. All significant archaeological feat ures were planned at a scale of 1:20, excavated, and their
sections drawn at scales of 1:20.
5.1.4. Excavated feat ures were phot ographed using a digital camera. A general photographic record of the
work was made. All deposits uncovered in the excavation were issued with a unique context number.
Recording followed procedures detailed in the MoLAS Archaeological Fieldwork Manual (ed. Museum of
London Archaeology Servic e MoLAS, 1994).

5.2

Recording of Standing Architecture

5.2.1. The following approach was t aken in the light of the relatively simple level of constructive complexity,
the lack of dec orative traits, the relatively short chronology, and the similar construction techniques and
materials for the different parts and phases.
5.2.2. The reading and recording of the walls (i.e. standing structures above ground level at the start of t he
works on-site) was done according t o the recording system of buried archaeological remains developed by
E. Harris for excavations. This system was adapted to record standing archaeological remains in order to
record buildings which are part of an excavated site, and to link the information obtained both above and
below ground level.
5.2.3. The stratigraphic reading of elevations consists of the identification and recording of every feature
existing as a result of a constructive or intentionally destructive event (clea rly vertical and sharp breaks)
which produced the current appearance of the building. These features were recorded individually on
single context recording sheets which contained information on the description, int erpretation and
stratigraphic relationships with other features. This information was used to establish the evolutionary
sequence of the buildings.
5.2.4. For the phot ographic recording of the standing structures (wall cat alogue), walls were given numbers
arbitrarily. Each photograph in the wall catalogue has been taken with the intent to show t he whole vertical
surface issued with a wall number. This has not been always possible due to limited accessibility and
visibility in some areas.

5.2.5. As well as discret e wall numbers, individual walls, subdivisions of walls, columns and ot her structures
also had discrete context numbers. In this report, all walls and other structures are referred to by their
context numbers only.

5.3

Finds

5.3.1. Finds were recovered by hand during the course of the excavation and bagged by cont ext. Finds of
special interest were given a Small Find number unique to each context (thus 1000:01,1000:02 for Small
Finds 1 and 2 from Cont ext 1000 respectively; 1001:01, 1001:02 etc).
5.3.2. Finds included an assortment of metal items of varying size, pottery, c eramic, glass and bone, and
paper documents.
5.3.3. Pottery was bagged simply by context, and then unique pottery numbers were assigned to diagnostic
sherds by the ceramic analyst (RAC) (all rims, certain decorated pieces and others showing interesting
features, e.g. lugs, lids etc). All pottery from each context was entered into the database by Type
(quantified by count), except numbered sherds, which had individual ent ries.
5.3.4. A considerable number of economic and administrative documents was recovered from Area D,
comprising the business archive of Ali Rashed Ali Fakhro (son of Rashed Ali Rashed). These were
recorded in the finds database and boxed bet ween sheets of acid-free tissue paper. Attempts at cleaning
and cons erving were kept to a minimum, it being conside red best to leave this in the hands of trained
conservators attached to the Ministry of Culture and Information.

5.4

Presentation of results

5.4.1. The various deposits and structures encountered during the excavation are described below in
Section 7. Each open area and trench is described objectively below from the earliest to the latest remains.
Technical details on t he standing architecture, wit h architectural elevations and further photographs, are
given in Section 8. The descriptive text in Section 7 is accompanied by brief discussions of the key finds
from each Area or subdivision (e.g. Room), but there is an illustrated overview of the finds in Section 9.

6 RESULTS: GENERAL
6.1

Ground conditions and underlying geology

6.1.1. Muharraq island is low lying with outcroppings of limestone. The limestone bedrock is covered by
various densities of saline sand.
6.1.2. Bedrock was not reached in the excavation area due to the high water table, which rose to 0.730.76m a.s.l. in all areas, presumably in sequence with the tide.
6.1.3. The excavation revealed a complex stratigraphic sequence of anthropogenic (man -made) deposits
near the frontage to the east, with reclamation material at the bas e of t he sequence, consisting of
redeposited settlement debris brought from els ewhere and dumped in the intertidal zone.
6.1.4. In the west of the site, large areas of boulder reclamation were identified below the floors of t he
'amara, in the form of a thick layer of large rocks of coral-stone.

6.2

Site condition and site safety

6.2.1. Deep accumulations of collapsed walling and roofing were present in some areas, particularly the
north side of Areas A and most of Area D (fig. 9). This required removal by hand prior to archaeological
investigation.

6.2.2. High unstable walling and columns existed, particularly in Area B , on the north side of A rea A, and in
a gateway area dividing Areas C and F (originally the sea -front of the 'amara, opening on to its quay).
Higher sections of unstable walls and some columns were demolished by a professional te am prior to
excavation commencing near to them. The rest were braced with scaffolding and jacks.

Figure 9: Rubble overburden prior to excavation (Area A, looking NW)

6.3

Distribution of Excavation Trenches in Areas A-F

6.3.1. Area A was an area of open excavation, with a deep sounding placed at its eastern (landward) end
(Trench no. 12, aka the Wind Tower Trench). Excavation in the northern part was constrained by the
presence of unstable walling, as the scaffolding erected to support it limited the ground area available to be
dug. Small deep test pits were also located in A rea A, which informed the Geoarc haeological study (TP A1
and TP A2: Section 7.1.4-5).
6.3.2. In Area B, the south half was also an open excavation, while a large test trench was placed on the
north half. This had to be cut through a thick concrete floor t hought have been laid down in t he 1970s.
Excavation in the southern part was constrained by scaffolding.
6.3.3.

Two test trenches were dug in Area C, also cut through a concret e floor laid down in the 1970s.

6.3.4. A large test trench was laid down in Area F, positioned in an attempt to identify the edge of the quay
noted in the photograph of the 1950s (S ection 7.6.2).
6.3.5. A series of trenches was locat ed in A rea E, some of which were joined and expanded in the eastern
end.

6.3.6. Area D was mostly standings buildings and no excavation was conducted within this area, except to
clear collaps ed roofing, rubble and junk.

7 DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSITS AND STRUCTURES
7.1

Area A

Figure 10: Area A, with Room and Wall nos. (left) and features (right).

7.1.1

Area A General Comments

7.1.1.1. Area A was a wide, open area, accessible from the east and west, measuring ca. 54m E -W and 20m
N-S. It had an irregular shape in plan, rectangular at its western end, but L -shaped in the east (modified by
a small modern block of flats).
7.1.1.2. Access from the east was open to the street ( Tujjar A venue), wit h no wall or gate. Access from the
west was through A rea B. There was no direct access to Area D, because Wall 5090 (the northern wall of
the eastern part of A rea A ) contained no doorways. Structures 5043 and 5058 (internal walls of Area D)
abutted 5090, indicating that they and t hus the A.R.F 'Amara were built later than the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Area
A).
7.1.1.3. Area A was treat ed as an open area excavation, and most of the area was stripped down to the same
archaeological horizon. In addition, a large trench was excavated t o the east (known as the Wind Tower
Trenc h), near the entrance, together with several test pits scat tered across the area, to assess deeper
archaeological horizons.
7.1.1.4. The whole of A rea A was sealed by a thick layer (bet ween 0.25m and 0.45m thick) of building material
mixed with debris (Cont ext numbers 35, 36, 25, 26, 19, 45, 91, 82, 69 ). This derived from the collapse of
the buildings after the 'amara went out of use
7.1.1.5. After the removal of the collapse layer and the debris, a series of walls and floors were identified.
These were divided into rooms and an east-west aligned alley way. A total of seventeen rooms were
identified (fig. 10).
7.1.1.6. The following text will provide a description of the wall remains and deposits found wit hin the
trenches, test pits and rooms in Area A. Each room will be treated and describe as an independent trench,
and will be described following an imaginary line from east to west, starting first with the trench at the
entrance to the site (Wind Tower Trench - Trench A 12). A description of t he alleyway running through the
middle of the area will follow, together with the test pits dug within it. The text will move then onto the
description of the rooms in t he sout h. Finally, the northern part will be last described. The alleyway walls in
the middle are considered the division bet ween the north and south sections of Area A.

7.1.2

Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12)

Figure 11: Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12).

7.1.2.1

Wind Tower Trench: Detailed Sequenc e and Description

Figure 12: Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12).
7.1.2.1.1.
This trenc h was located to t he eastern edge of the site, near the ent ranc e of the 'amara; it
measured 6. 128 x 2.4m and it was dug to a depth of 1. 20m. The aim of this trench was to locate the
foundations of wind t ower associated wit h the 'amara, shown in the 1950s photograph. Older walls were
found to underlie those walls associated with the 'amara (figs. 11-12).
7.1.2.1.2.
The earliest structures found within this trench were two contemporary walls (280 and 281),
most likely part of the same building.

Figure 13: Section 21, Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12) (abutment of walls 280 and 281).
7.1.2.1.3.
Wall 280 was structurally solid, unlike the walls related to the 'amara; it was aligned east-west
and was made of stone blocks, largely un-worked, but perhaps faced. Two courses were visible within the
trench and a sand based mortar was used as bonding material, tog ether with small stones to fill the gaps.
7.1.2.1.4.
Wall 281 was aligned north-south, and it was very similar in construction and components to
Wall 280. Up to three courses were visible within the trenc h. Although t he relationship between walls 280 281 was not completely clear, as it seemed that Wall 281 abutted Wall 280. Both walls were part of an
undefined building, due to the location and size of the trench.
7.1.2.1.5.
To the northwest of Wall 280 and to the east of Wall 281, was a very loos e, mixed light black
to dark grey sand, wit h very frequent sea shells inclusions (287). This was possibly a levelling deposit
within the walls. This was overlain by a compact sandy mortar, with frequent charc oal and mortar flecks
and small stones inclusions (283). This was most likely a floor within the building, delimited by walls 280 281.
7.1.2.1.6.
Above it was a layer of loos e, mid black-grey sand (327). Overlain by it was anot her floor
(277), made of loose, pale brown sand. A loose, very dark orangey brown sand (328) was above it; this
was an occupation deposit, most likely a build up of debris. Directly above it was a loose, dark brown grey
sand (329), which was another occupation deposit.
7.1.2.1.7.
To the west of Wall 281, most likely within another part of the building, the earliest deposit
was a loose, light brown grey sand (333). This was possibly a levelling deposit postdating the construction
of Wall 281. Above it was a loos e, light grey -brown sand (332); an occupation deposit. This was overlain
by a loose, dark brown-grey sand (331), most likely a sandy floor.
7.1.2.1.8.
Cutting through it was a north-south aligned wall (282). This was made of limestone block s,
with occasional unworked blocks of another stone resembling sandstone (though this could also be
limestone). Although the blocks were not finely worked, they were all faced, with irregular courses due to
the irregular shapes of the stone blocks. A lime-gypsum mortar was used as bonding material.
7.1.2.1.9.
Abutted to it was an east-west aligned wall (279), made of stone blocks, irregularly shaped,
but faced. A sand based mortar was used as bonding material, and only two cours es were visible within
the trench. Wall 279 was built directly on existing Wall 280.

7.1.2.1.10.
Overlain by it was loose, grey brown sand, with mortar flecks and occasional large stones
(330); a levelling deposit within the walls.
7.1.2.1.11.
Cutting through 330 and als o 329 was a cut of unknown shape, which was seen only in
section and extended beyond the limit of excavation. This was filled by a loos e, mid grey brown sand with
frequent large stones (276). Above it was a loose, light brown grey sand (274 -275). Cutting through it was
another pit (335), this was also only seen and rec orded in section. Filling it was a loose, light grey brown
silty sand, with occasional mortar flecks and large stones (273).
7.1.2.1.12.
To the south of the trench, and with no obvious relationship with the above deposits and
structures, were the remains of a more recent wall (278). Wall 278 was aligned east-west and it was made
of mostly limestone blocks, although some coral stone and blocks resembling sandstone were also used in
its construction. The blocks were worked and faced, and showed a basic coursing. A lime and gypsum
mortar was used as a bonding material. This wall was not fully exposed, however, it was clear that it used
the earlier walls as foundations (i.e. Wall 279). Wall 278 is thought to be part of a wind tower structure.
7.1.2.1.13.
Associated with the above wall, and possibly the latest structure wit hin the trench, was a
mortar floor (334) that was made of compact, light grey white sandy mortar.
7.1.2.1.14.
7.1.2.2

The trench was sealed by a modern concrete floor.

Summary of finds from the Wind Tower Trenc h

7.1.2.2.1.
The ceramics throughout the sequence consisted of a mixture of late 19th century pottery,
and a much earlier component belonging to the last centuries before or the first centuries after the coming
th
of Islam, most probably the 7 -8th century AD .
th

7.1.2.2.2.
The 19 c. material included local earthenwares, underglaze painted Iranian eart henwares
and import ed glaz ed wares (Chines e Blue and White porcelain, paint ed fluted porc elain coffee cups, and
painted and printed European semi-porcelains).
7.1.2.2.3.
The earlier horizon included turquoise glazed sherds, fragments of Torpedo Jar (a kind of
amphora) and gritty earthenwares.
7.1.2.2.4.
7.1.2.3

No discrete levels of the earlier horizon could be identified.
Interpretation of the Wind Tower Trench

7.1.2.3.1.
The latest walling, Context 278, is associated with the 'amara, and may tentatively be
identified with the foundations of the wind tower of the Y.A. F. 'Amara.
7.1.2.3.2.
The intermediate walls (Contexts 282, 279) and lower walls (Contexts 280, 281) belong to
earlier phases of construction. which predate the extant 'amara building, indicating the presence of
considerable stone building located on the waterfront prior to the building of the extant Y.A. Fakhro 'Amara.
7.1.2.3.3.
The ceramics indicat e that the occupation at the bottom of the sequence is not earlier than
the late 19th century. The admixture of the late pre-Islamic/early Islamic horizon (henceforth Early Horizon)
is not due to the presence of much older remains on the site itself, but the bringing of older of mixed
material to the site from elsewhere. This occurred as a particular form of land reclamation (see samāda
reclamation, Section 10.2).

7.1.3
7.1.3.1

Alleyway

Alleyway Sequence and Description

7.1.3.1.1.
The alleyway runs through the middle of A rea A, serving as a division between the areas
north and south. It was ca. 2.40m wide, and delimited by Walls 46 and 72 to the south and by Wall 207 to
the north (fig. 10). These walls were aligned east-west and served as front for the shops to north and
south, and cuts or steps for the doors survived in several of the shop fronts. There are indications that it

ended at the eastern end at the edge of the most easterly excavated room (Room A1), presumably with a
door opening into a room and wind tower complex facing the street,
7.1.3.1.2.
The earliest deposit found below the Alleyway, towards its western end, was a dump of large
coral stones, mixed with silt and sand (253). This deposit was used to reclaim land in this area, and similar
boulder reclamation was seen in several test pits across the site west of the red line shown in fig. 2.
7.1.3.1.3.
Above it was a very loose, light brown to yellow sand with frequent sea shells inclusions
(244=248). This deposit was used to level off the large stones used for reclamation.
7.1.3.1.4.
Cutting through it at the west end was a north-s outh aligned wall (5003), which formed part of
the division with Area B. This was constructed of limestone in the lower half and coral stones in the upper
half, with a palm tree beam bet ween the two different stone horizons. The stones were roughly hewn, with
decent facing in the lower construction and with large amounts of mort ar to smooth off the facing. A
combination of lime and gypsum was used for the render.
7.1.3.1.5.
Stratigraphically above Wall 5003, and similar in construction, were Walls 46, 72 and 207
(see above).
7.1.3.1.6.
The walls were overlain by a loose, grey brown silty sand with frequent mortar inclusions
(252). This deposit represent ed floor surfaces remains within the alley way. Above it was a loos e, dark
brown grey sandy silt (251=257), most likely a build up of occupational debris. Overlain by it was a series
of multiple lenses of sand (250= 258). These were grouped together to simplify the recording and
description. The average thickness was 0. 001 to 0. 002 m, and probably represents the accumulations of
dirt in an open area in use, or basic, roughly done floors. Thes e were superseded by a dark grey white
mortar floor (249).
7.1.3.1.7.
To the west, and also stratigraphically above Walls 46, 72 and 207 was a mix of sandy silt
lenses (243). This was either a primary occupation level above reclaimed land or most likely a levelling
event. Above it was a charc oal deposit (242= 247), probably an occupation build up. This was overlain by a
loose, light grey brown sandy silt (239=241=246), another levelling deposit within the area. This was
sealed by a dark brown yellow mort ar fl oor (240=245).
7.1.3.1.8.
Sitting above 240= 245 and 249 were a series of metal pipes (127). These were laid east to
west, and seen to both extremes of the alley way, east and west. The pipes were laid against the north and
south walls. Some of t hem seemed to be in situ, while others were out of place. The metal pipes were just
laid in the floor surface, with wooden planks resting on top.
7.1.3.1.9.
The alleyway was sealed by a demolition layer containing a high volume of rubble and
building material (35), seen all across Area A.
7.1.3.2

Interpretation of the Alleyway

7.1.3.2.1.
As might be ex pected, the alleyway showed signs of constant use, with its initial floor (252)
overlaid by at least two replastering events (249, 240).
7.1.3.2.2.
Of particular structural interest is the lack of evidence for a row of columns down the cent re of
the alley way, such as are indicated in Y arwood's sketch (Yarwood 2005: 180, fig. 7c). Unless the pillars
were wooden and rested directly on the floor, this may be a mistake by Yarwood. The alley way is narrow
enough to be bridged by roof beams of traditional type, and it is possible that the roofing of the alley would
have been entirely supported by the walls of the shops on either side.
7.1.3.2.3.
The final significant phase of the alleyway involved the laying down of metal pipes, perhaps
relating to the bringing of piped water to Muharraq, which was said to have occurred in the 1960s. By this
time oral testimony suggests that the shops of Area A had been closed for 20 years or more, and the alley
may simply have been used as a c onvenient way of laying pipes intended to deliver water to a destination
outside the 'amara building, through a largely abandoned a rea.
7.1.3.3

Summary of Finds from the Alleyway

7.1.3.3.1.
No pottery or small finds were associated with the alley way and its floors during its period of
use, but a crushed date basket filled with dates was found outside Room A 02 (which contained a madbasa
with surviving date baskets). This basket was found above a layer of rotten wood, perhaps indicating that it
had been placed on a trestle.
7.1.3.3.2.
A large quantity of mid-late 20th century material was found in the collapse and rubbish
deposit (Context 98) which overlay the met al pipes in the alley, including plastic sacks, glass drinks bottles,
metal junk, plastic forks and at least 70 small glue bottles (Find no. 98:01). Most of this was likely to be
from casual rubbish dumping in the years following the collapse of the main 'amara roof and walls, but
some may have included materials stored by adjac ent businesses in the otherwise abandoned building
following its closure in the 1940s.

7.1.4
7.1.4.1

Test Pit A1

Test Pit A1 Sequence and Description

Figure 14: Section 16, Te st Pit A1.
7.1.4.1.1.
Test Pit A1 was within the alleyway in Area A (figs. 10, 14). It measured 1.2 x 1.2 m and it
was 1.20m deep. A series of 19 deposits and floors were identified within Test Pit A1, however Natural was
not reached and excavation stopped due to the hazards of deep excavations in confine spaces , and
flooding.
7.1.4.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within Test Pit A1 was a light brownish grey, coarse sand with silt
and clay flecks (188). This seemed natural initially, but finds were located within this deposit. Above it was
a dark grey, manganese rich s andy silt (180), with significant organic remains. As 188 above, 180 seemed
natural at first, but pottery was also found in this deposit.
7.1.4.1.3.
Stratigraphically above 180 was a yellowis h, loosely compacted coarse sa nds with small
gravel inclusions (187). This was overlain by a compacted layer of silty sand (186). Above it was a light
greyish brown, loosely compacted sand with several small stones inclusions (185). This deposit was
sealed by a thick bed (up to 0.4m) o f mid to light grey, coars e sand with a high volume of small to medium
coral stones inclusions and occasional charcoal flecks (184).

7.1.4.1.4.
The deposits described above (188, 180, 187, 186, 185 and 184) resemble foreshore
sediments mixed with quantities of anthropogenic mat erial dumped ont o the beach. As noted below, this is
considered to be a deliberate means of land reclamation.
7.1.4.1.5.
Above 184 was a moderately compact, light grey brown sand wit h occasional gravel and
small sub-rounded stones (271). This was possibly a levelling deposit or made-up ground rich in mortar,
followed by the subsequent occupation trample deposit. This was overlain by a compacted, mid dark grey
sandy silt with charcoal flecks (270).
7.1.4.1.6.
Following the stratigraphic sequence, above 270 was a thi n horizon of light to mid brown silty
sand with occasional gravel inclusions (269). A moderately compact, dark grey sandy silt with occasional
gravel inclusions (268) s ealed deposit 269. Above it was a light grey silty clay, with gravel and small stone
inclusions (267). This was overlain by a moderately compact, light mid brown silty sand with gravel
inclusions (266).
7.1.4.1.7.
Directly above it was a moderately compact, dark grey silty clay, with occasional charc oal and
sub-rounded small stones inclusions (265). This was overlain by a light grey silty clay layer (264). Above it
was a friable, light grey silty sand with a moderate amount of shell and pottery fragments inclusions (263).
7.1.4.1.8.
Sealing the above deposit, and therefore the whole test pit, was loosely compacted, light grey
sand wit h occasional stone inclusions (262). Above it and only seen in section was a thin layer of
compacted light grey sandy silt with occasional charcoal flecks (272). A friable, light grey to beige silty
sand (261) was sitting directly above it. Finally, finishing the stratigraphic sequence, the latest deposit was
a friable, mid brown sandy silt with occasional plaster and mortar inclusions and charcoal flecks (260) .
7.1.4.1.9.
The above layers (260 to 272) were well bedded, perfectly horizontal and mortar rich. They
showed well defined boundaries between different units. These successive cycles probably represent
levelling deposits and make up grounds rich in mortar, followed by subsequent occupation floors.
7.1.4.2

Test Pit A1 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.4.2.1.
The lowest layers resemble occupation deposits, containing a relative abundance of pottery in
Cont ext 180 (123 sherds), as well as scraps of metal (5 pieces), glass (6 s herds), fis h and animal bone
and chunks of mortar. This is at odds with photographic and historic al evidence for the entire area having
been below the wat er line or in the intertidal zone up to the 1 880s. As noted below (S ection 10. 2), these
deposits should be regarded as secondary or tertiary, being rede posited material and rubbish taken from
further inland, which were dumped into the intertidal zone in a proc ess of land reclamation known as
samāda.
7.1.4.2.2.
The pottery in the samāda layers was a mixture of late 19th century ceramics and late preIslamic or early Islamic ceramics
7.1.4.2.3.
The floors and associated occupation deposits and levelling layers contained no finds, and
are likely to have been associated with the main 'amara building and an earlier pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara building
constructed along the shoreline after the reclamation process (see second report on Phase 2 excavations).

7.1.5
7.1.5.1

Test Pit A2

Test Pit A2 Sequence and Description

Figure 15: Section 17, Te st Pit A2
7.1.5.1.1.
Test Pit A2 was also located within the alley way. It measured 1. 19 x 1.28m, and it was 1.50m
deep. A total of 16 deposits and floors were identified within this test pit. As with Test Pit A1, natural was
not reached, for health and safety reasons.
7.1.5.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within this test pit was a grey sand mixed with a high amount of
organic material and occasional small stones inclusions (181). Above it was a loosely compacted, mid grey
sand with a high amount of shells (236). This was overlain by a loosely compacted, mid grey sand with a
significant volume of organic mat erial (235). This high volume of organic material may suggest human
activity in the area during deposit formation, probably the dumping of clearance of occupational debris.
7.1.5.1.3.
Above organic layer 235 was a friable, light grey sand horiz on (234). This was a nat urally
formed deposit, formed over a short period of time, and belongs to a group of deposits that appear to
represent an old shoreline. The lack of finds and inclusions suggest there may not have been muc h human
activity in the area during the deposit formation. This deposit was overlain by t wo different horizons of mid
grey, loosely compacted clayey sand (233 and 232), and a further five consecutive horizons of clayey sand

(231, 230, 229, 228 and 227). As wit h the previous deposit 235, these were als o p ossibly mixed foreshore
and dumping deposits. Above 227 was a highly compacted, beige sand deposit (226).
7.1.5.1.4.
To the sout h-east of the test pit, and above 226, was a thin horizon of loosely compacted,
black organic material (224). This was possibly the result of tipping occupational debris, related to human
activity. Above it was a dark grey clayey sand (237).
7.1.5.1.5.
Following the stratigraphic sequence, this was followed by a friable, mid grey clayey sand,
with occasional small stones inclusions (225). This was overlain by a c ompact, mid grey silty clay, with
charcoal flecks (223). Above it was a firm, mottled gingery beige clayey sand with mortar and plaster flecks
(222), suggesting human activity in the area.
7.1.5.1.6.
Cutting through it was a linear cut (68) for a wall foundation. Housed by it was deposit of
limestone rubble within a mat rix of grey brown sandy silt (259). This was the wall foundation for an eastwest aligned wall (46). Wall 46 survived up to a height of 0.30 to 0.40m, with several courses of roughly
hewn stone blocks. This was the southern wall of the alleyway in Area A.
7.1.5.2

Test Pit A2 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.5.2.1.
The pottery in the lower sequence (Cont exts 181, 226-237 and 224) was relatively abundant
and contained a mixture of material from the late 19th century and the lat e pre-Islamic or early Islamic
period. Bone, mortar, glass and metal were found throughout these contexts. As in Test Pit one, it is
interpreted as samāda reclamation material. This accounts for the presence of lay ers within this part of the
sequence which appear water-born or intertidal, but which contain relatively abundant cultural material.
7.1.5.2.2.
The upper sequence (Contexts 222-3, 225, 259) also contained pottery, as well as fish and
animal bone. These levels resemble occupation deposits or degraded floor l evels dating to the period prior
to the building of the Y.A. Fakhro 'Amara. The material could not be distinguished from t hat of the lower
levels, however, consisting of the same mixture of types, so they may simply represent higher and dryer
levels of samāda reclamation.

7.1.6
7.1.6.1
7.1.6.1.1.

Test Pit A3

Test Pit A3 Sequence and Description
Test Pit A3 measured 1. 08 x 0.67m and 0.90m deep. It was located to the north of Room A5.

7.1.6.1.2.
The earliest deposit found wit hin this test pit was a thick layer of loosely compacted coral rock
fragments (601). This was part of the reclamation deposits within this area. Above it was a friable, mid
grey, slightly silty sand (293). Only seen in the eas tern section of Test Pit A3, and above 293 was a highly
compacted, light brown coarse sand (299).
7.1.6.1.3.
To the west, and cutting through 293 was a linear cut, most likely a small ditch (609). This had
a sharp break of slope on top, concave sides and flattish bas e. Filling this was a loose, mid grey clayey
sand (294). This was overlain by a compact, mid grey silty sand (295). Above it was a compact, greenish
grey fine sand (325). This was the latest deposit filling the cut.
7.1.6.1.4.
Sealing Cut 609, and stratigraphically above 299, was a compact, light pinkish brown sand
(300). Above it was a friable, light grey brown fine sand (322). S een only in the most eastern extent of the
test pit, there was a firm, mid brown silty sand, with occasional small stones inclusions (321). Overlain by it
was an undulating dark horizon of organic material (320).
7.1.6.2

Test Pit A3 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.6.2.1.
There were no finds associated with this t est pit. The pres ence of large stones us ed for
reclamation at the bottom of the sequence indic ates that a different kind of reclamation had been used to
extend the land to this point, namely the gathering of reef or fossil reef material from shallow waters, to be
dumped in large quantities along the foreshore (henceforth referred to as boulder reclamation).

7.1.7
7.1.7.1

Test Pit A4

Test Pit A4 Sequence and Description

7.1.7.1.1.
Test Pit A4 was located in the alley way, to t he north of Room A6, and it measured 1.09 x
0.88m and was 0.87m deep.
7.1.7.1.2.
The earliest deposit found in Test Pit A4 was a loosely compacted coral rock fragments (290),
part of the boulder reclamation proc ess within this area. This was overlain by a thin layer of black organic
material (291), only apparent in the western section. A bove it was a loose, light green to grey fine sand
with occasional small pebbles inclusions (288).
7.1.7.1.3.
Following t he stratigraphic sequence, and above 288 was a friable, bluish grey fine sand with
occasional small gravel inclusions and charcoal flecks (292). Above it was a thin horizon of coarse sand
with very occasional light gravel inclusions (303). This was overlain by a compact, mid grey brown silt
deposit (304). Sealing the test pit was a firm, mid brown grey sandy silt with occ asional small pebbles
inclusions (324).
7.1.7.2

Test Pit A4 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.7.2.1.
A single sherd of pottery was found (Context 288), being a fragment of a type associated with
the late pre-Islamic or early Islamic horizon. Interpretation is as for Test Pit A3.

7.1.8

Area A South, Room by Room Description

Figure 16: General view area A South, looking East.

7.1.8.1

Room A1

Figure 17: Room A1, showing madbasa and organic matting.
7.1.8.1.1

Room A1 Description

7.1.8.1.1.1.
Room A1 was located in the south-east corner of A rea A. Walls 5001, 5002, 46 enclosed t he
room. The room was delimited to the south by a modern wall of concrete blocks belonging t o t he Doy
'Amara (5050 – Wall 10). This wall ran along the south of Rooms A1-10 and was considered t he southern
boundary of the Y.A. F. 'Amara.
7.1.8.1.1.2.
Wall 5002 is the partial remains of a north-south aligned wall or partition wall bet ween Rooms
A1 and A2. Wall 46 was an east-west aligned wall foundation, delineating the northern extent of Unit A1.
The wall consisted of limestone blocks less than 0.40m in size bonded with yellow white mortar.
Dimensions as found were 8.80m east-west and 0.70m wide.
7.1.8.1.1.3.
In t he southeast was Wall 5001, aligned east-west and forming part of the complex of
traditional architecture at the east end of the adjoining Doy 'Amara. It was of traditional construction and
mainly survived to full height and included a buttress. Originally it appears to have extended westwards
and at some stage would have formed the main division bet ween the Y.A.F. 'Amara and the traditional
building that prec eded the Doy 'Amara. In some places its foundations can be seen to underlie t he modern
Doy 'Amara wall (5050).
7.1.8.1.1.4.
Walls 5001, 5002 and 46 are constructed in the same manner with limestone small to medium
size blocks and occasional coral blocks inclusions.

7.1.8.1.1.5.
Wall 46 has the remains of the door frame consisting of a single east-west aligned timber (fig.
17). At the western extent of the timber, there is a socket measuring 0.07 x 0.02m, which would have
supported the frame and hinge mechanism, with another base socket within a m ortar level covering the
wall (67), measuring 0.20 x 0.09m.
7.1.8.1.1.6.
Room A1 contained a madbasa structure (traditional date press) that was constructed of
plaster over a rubble core (Context 39). The exact composition of the plaster is uncertain; it appears to
have been clay rich, with a lime and/or gypsum component . It consisted of 6 bars, with rectangular crosssections, with flat-bottomed troughs on either side, sloping towards a cross-channel running east-west
across the northern end which led t o a ceramic vessel sunk into in the northwestern corner. This was to
collect the date syrup (dibs), and was plastered into the structure of the madbasa, indicating that the dibs
was removed by ladling. The cross-channel did not truncate the ends of the bars of the madbasa but ran
beneath them in small tunnels. The plaster of the madbasa reached right up to the walls on all sides (the
newer Doy 'Amara wall), meaning that the entire floor space room consisted of a single feature. The total
floor dimensions were 5.20m north-south x 2.85 east-west, with six north-south channels and a single eastwest channel that collected the date syrup (dibs). The madbasa was partially truncated by the building of
the modern block to its east, and its surface was buckled, either by subsidence or by the work of heavy
machinery above it. It was filled with several deposits ranging from compact light brown to dark
brown/black (37, 38 and 40). These most likely accumulated after t he room ceased t o be used and also
from the remains of dat e syrup production.
7.1.8.1.1.7.
Overlaying the madbasa and the deposits were two types of mat; a herringbone woven reed
mat was locat ed in the sout hern and western end of the Room (10). This was ab ove a bamboo rod and
rope mat (11). Above the mats was a destruction lay er composed of collapsed wall and building material
(36).
7.1.8.1.2

Room A1 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.1.2.1.
This was a typical madbas a stall, comprising a rectangular walled room wit h an entrance and
door leading into the alley and a madbasa inside. Apart from the madbasa pot and matting, which were left
in situ, there were no finds associated with the room. It is not clear whether the m atting was part of the
furniture of the stall (for example mats placed under the stack of dates (which had been removed), as seen
in Room A2, or whet her it had been placed there after the complete abandonment of the room, for storage
or dispos al.
7.1.8.2

Room A2

Figure 18: Room A2, showing madbasa and date baskets
7.1.8.2.1

Room A2 Description

7.1.8.2.1.1.
Room A2 was the adjacent stall to Room A1, to its west.. It was enclosed by three walls
(5002, 46 and 48) and was limited at its south end by Wall 5050 (Doy 'Amara).
7.1.8.2.1.2.
Wall 46 was the east-west aligned wall foundation, delineating t he northern extent of Room
A2 (see above Room A1 description).
7.1.8.2.1.3.
Wall 48 was a north-sout h aligned wall and was the party wall between Rooms A2 and A 3. It
was constructed of limestone rubble with coral fragments and was mortared. Dimensions were 5.80m in
length and 0. 75m wide.
7.1.8.2.1.4.
Wall 5002 is the partial remains of a potential north -south aligned wall or partition wall, which
is abutting Wall 5050.
7.1.8.2.1.5.
The three walls are overlain by the madbasa structure (Context 4). As with the madbasa in
Room A1, it consisted of rectangular plastered ridges with rubble cores (in this case 6 ridges), delimiting
seven parallel channels, aligned north-south. The channels measured approximately 0.20m in width and
were 5.8m in length. The north end of the structure is damaged, possibly by heavy vehicles travelling on
the area above the madbasa. This made it difficult to define the northern end and c ross -channel of the
madbasa, but it appears that the cross-channel was tunnelled through the ends of the ridges like the one in
Room A1. The syrup (dibs) pot was sunk into the north-eastern corner of t he madbasa, and plastered into
the structure. Filling the pot were t he remains of solidified date syrup fill (144) and a mix of silty organic
material (143). As in Room A1, the plastered madbasa structure extended right to the edge of the whole
room.

7.1.8.2.1.6.
The madbasa ridges and lower ridge fills were directly overlain by a mat of woven date
leaves (Context 3), on top of which a stack of baskets filled with dates survived, at the southern end. The
baskets of dates, also woven from date leaves, were piled on top of one another between walls 5002 and
48. The top baskets had considerable degradation, but the more complete baskets showed a diameter of
between 0.40-0.50m.
7.1.8.2.1.7.
The channels of the madbasa were 0.10m deep and were filled with a firm, yellowish-brown
silt (5), which was mottled brown in plac es and loose in certain areas. It still smelled of date syrup. A
significant amount of modern debris was included as well, such as plastic, glass, metal, wood and animal
bone fragments. Firm, black compacted date syrup (6) and dates were also present as a crust in t he base
of the channels, concentrat ed mostly in channels 2, 3 and 4.
7.1.8.2.1.8.
A demolition or collapse lay er covered Room A2 (25), consisting of approximately 0.15 -0.20m
collapsed wall rubble and modern debris and waste.
7.1.8.2.2

Room A2 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.2.2.1.
The t op of the dibs jar had been broken off and had fallen into the jar, and it was poss ible to
remove and draw the rim (fig. 81:3). Finds in the fill above the madbasa included a miscellaneous
collection of bone, including the skull of a sheep or goat, and metal, including hinges, and parts of a rubber
and met al wheel. This represents junk deposited on the site after its complet e or partial abandonment
7.1.8.2.2.2.
The survival of a significant quantity of date baskets and matting left in situ enables
observations to be regarding both the production process and the abandonment of the site. Firstly, it
appears that dates were stacked to a considerable height (at least 16 baskets high, or ca. 1.80m in height
even after decades of compaction). Oral testimony states that nearly the whole of the madbasa would have
been stacked high with dates, indicating that most of the baskets had been removed or destroyed during
the collapse of the building and subsequent undocument ed rubble clearance. The weight of t he stacked
dates was instrumental in squeezing the date syrup out into the channels.
7.1.8.3
7.1.8.3.1

Room A3
Room A3 Description

Figure 19: Room A3

7.1.8.3.1.1.
Room A3 measured 4.2 x 3.11m and it was located in the south-east of Area A. It was
delimited to the east by the north-south aligned Wall 48, to the west by north-south aligned Wall 50 and to
the north by the fragmented remains of east-west aligned Wall 99. As with the rest of the Area A S outh
Rooms, Wall 5050 (Doy 'Amara) delimit ed the sout hern extent of this room.
7.1.8.3.1.2.
This room contained a madbasa (103), which c onsisted of seven channels aligned nort hsouth. Cutting through it was the circular cut (212) for a madbasa pot. This had a moderate break of slope
on top, straight sides and flat base. This housed the fragments of a ceramic pot.
7.1.8.3.1.3.
Filling the pot was a very compact, brown organic material (213). Above it, and also filling
121 was a another layer of dark brown organic material (214). This was overlain by a thin lay er of friable,
mid to dark brown organic material (215). Deposits 213-215 were most likely the organic matter from date
syrup remains.
7.1.8.3.1.4.
Finally, Room A 3 was sealed by a demolition layer containing a high volume of rubble and
building material (35), seen all across Area A.
7.1.8.3.2

Room A3 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.3.2.1.
The madbasa pot was of the same type as t hose found in Rooms A1 and A2. No ot her finds
were registered.
7.1.8.3.2.2.
The rooms comprised another typical madbasa stall, which had been completely emptied at
or since abandonment.
7.1.8.4
7.1.8.4.1

Room A4
Room A4 Description

Figure 20: Room A4, showing planking above final floor.

7.1.8.4.1.1.
99.

Room A4 was positioned to the south of Area A and was enclosed by three walls: 50, 54 and

7.1.8.4.1.2.
Walls 50 (4.2m in length and 0.70m wide) and 54 (4.3m in length and 0. 70m wide) were
aligned north-south and Wall 99 (6.75m in lengt h and 0.80 wide) was aligned east-west. Again, the room
was delimited t o the s outh by the Doy 'Amara wall (5050). All three walls were constructed of the s ame
material (limestone rubble with coral fragments) and in the same manner. Against wall 5050 was an
elongated rectangular pillar, which was also constructed of limes tone and coral with lime mort ar. This
appeared to abut wall 5050, which would counter-intuitively imply that it was built later than the modern
concrete block wall (5050), but it is more likely that 5050 was built flush against it, with a later replastering
of the room sealing the column/wall stump to the concrete block wall. The pillar appears to have been a
division of the room, being the remainder of the partition into two small rooms, which was largely
demolished prior to the sequence of concrete floors noted below.
7.1.8.4.1.3.
The floors of Room A4 included a levelling base layer of light-yellow mortar (126) which was
needed in order to create a level and stable foundation for a well cement ed plaster floor that was put above
it (102). The partially unc overed grey floor (102) measured 0.03m in dept h. This was overlain by another
white-grey plaster floor (101) and measured 0.02m in dept h and had pebble inclusions. This in turn was
overlain by another grey plaster floor (29) which was 0.25m in depth. These floor levels could extend
across the whole room, although only fragm entary sections remain, or t hey could be 'patching' work that
was carried out to repair the floors when the rooms were in use. They all overlap the stump of the pillar or
wall divider, indicating t hey were laid down after its partial destruction. An additional floor was visible in
section (218), which is most likely related to the Hallway Rooms A3 and A4.
7.1.8.4.1.4.
The concrete floor levels were overlain by a firm, brown layer 1cm thick (85), which could
indicate a hiatus in use before the wooden floor above was put down and the room us e reinstated. This
was overlain by a greenish mortar lay er 0.01m in dept h (86), as well as a furt her two more layers, one of
which was organic (28) and the other a levelling base (87), which contained rubble, sand and shells. The
latter was most likely purposely deposited as a base for the wooden floor (27). Made up of planks, only
four remained in-situ, measuring 1. 50 x 0.20 x 0.03m.
7.1.8.4.1.5.
This level was partially overlain by a rubble deposit of 0.50m (30) and then completely by a
demolition/cleaning level measuring 0.25m in depth (26), which included both modern debris and parts of
the collapsed surrounding walls.
7.1.8.4.2

Room A4 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.4.2.1.
A tool was associated with one of the concrete floors (Find no. 0029:01), being a semi-circular
object serrated along its long edge, and made of flat piec es of a dark material (rubber?) rivet ed together. It
may have been a tool used for scoring plaster (fig. 91).
7.1.8.4.2.2.
The later usage of the room (planked floor) yielded a single coin (find no. 28:01, fig. 92). This
was unidentifiable, but appears to be modern Bahraini currency, thus post -1971. No finds were recorded
from the overlying collapse layer.
7.1.8.5
7.1.8.5.1

Room A5
Room A5 Description

Figure 21: Room A5, showing date sacks. The white patch is a partially-uncovered plaster floor (24).
7.1.8.5.1.1.
Room A5 was positioned to the south of Area A and was enclosed by three walls: 54, 56 and
99. Wall 99=162, which continues from Room A4, aligned east-west (see above Room A4). Wall 54, the
party wall between Rooms A4 and A5 that was north -sout h aligned (s ee also Room A4). Finally, Wall 56
was a party wall between Rooms A5 and A6 that was n orth-south aligned and measured 4.40m in length
and 0.88m in width. All walls were constructed in the same method with limestone rubble and coral. Again,
the room was delimited to the sout h by the modern Doy 'Amara wall (5050).
7.1.8.5.1.2.
The floor area within the walls was made up of several layered deposits, beginning with a
chalky deposit (24), which is overlain by a 0.04m layer of gravel (23) and then an organic layer (22),
containing dates and date stones, that could also include remains of a mat or flooring material.
7.1.8.5.1.3.
Above these layers were textile sacks containing remains of dates (21). Most of the sacks
were broken open and either contained compacted organic mass of dates or date stones.
7.1.8.5.1.4.
This was overlain by a demolition layer (19), which included light brown sand and rubble from
the surrounding collapsed walls and modern debris and waste.
7.1.8.5.2

Room A5 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.5.2.1.
No finds were recorded, except for the date sacks, which did not overlie a madbasa. The
chalky deposit appears to have been a thick plaster floor. The room may have been used as storage for
the madbasa room next to it (Room A6), or it may simply have been a stall which s old or stored dat es not
intended for dibs production.
7.1.8.6
7.1.8.6.1

Room A6
Room A6 Description

Figure 22: Room A6.
7.1.8.6.1.1.
Room A6 was positioned to the south of Area A and was enclosed by three walls: 99, 56 and
58. Wall 99=162 and 56 are described abo ve (see rooms A4 and A5). Wall 58 was a party wall between
Rooms A6 and A7 that was north-south aligned and measured 4. 10m in length and was 0.75m wide. All
walls were constructed in the same method wit h limestone rubble and coral poorly bonded with white
yellow lime mort ar. As with the previous rooms, this room was also delimited to the south by the Doy
'Amara wall (5050 – Wall 10).
7.1.8.6.1.2.
This room had a madbasa structure (64) which had been constructed from rubble cores
covered with brown lime and/or gypsum plaster. There were seven channels, although there was extensive
damage to them. The south end is at a higher level and also has the most preserved s ection of the
madbasa. This was overlain by several levels, including an organic layer, containing wood and mat
remains within the madbasa channels (62) as well as another layer of decomposed organic date matter
(77), being the residue of the final date syrup production event . The whole area was covered with an
organic layer (63) consisting of dates and debris measuring 0.12m in depth. This most likely accumulated
after Room A6 ceased being used.
7.1.8.6.1.3.
Overlying this was the demolition layer containing 0.40m of modern rubbish, rubble from
collapsed walls and sand (45).
7.1.8.6.2

Room A6 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.6.2.1.
This was another madbasa stall. There were no finds recorded. The high level of distortion
seen in the madbasa is likely to be due to subsidence occurring in the underlying boulder reclamation
layer.
7.1.8.7
7.1.8.7.1

Hallway Rooms A3/A4 and A5/A6
Hallway Rooms A3/A4

7.1.8.7.1.1.
Running east-west on the nort h end of Rooms A 3-A6, were t wo enclosed areas, which are
referred to as Hallway Rooms A3/A4 and A5/A6.

7.1.8.7.1.2.

The area was enclos ed by the remains of several walls: 99, 48, 46, 54 and 154

7.1.8.7.1.3.
Wall 99 was east-west aligned and delineates the north end of Rooms A3 and A4. This wall
had the same purpose for the sout h of Hallway Rooms A3/A4.
7.1.8.7.1.4.
Wall 48 which was the party wall for Rooms A2 and A3 continued to t he north, almost abutting
Wall 46, which continued partially along the Northern limit of the HR A3/A4.
7.1.8.7.1.5.
Wall 54 was the party wall for rooms A4 and A 5 and continued North until Wall 154, which
delineated the Northern limit of the HR A3/A4. Wall 154 was East -West aligned and continued partially
along the Northern limit of Hallway Rooms A5/A6.
7.1.8.7.1.6.
A small enclosed area was formed by 99, 54, 154 and 156, whic h was a north -sout h aligned
wall that runs from 99 to 154. All walls were constructed of the same limestone rubble with coral mat erial.
7.1.8.7.1.7.
Within walls 156, 46, 48 and 99, there were two types of compact mortar floors visible (104,
103). These were overlain by the continuation of the floor deposits in Room A3 (212-215).
7.1.8.7.1.8.
The small enclosed area defined by Walls 54, 154, 156 and 99 had a compacted mortar floor
including small pebbles (179). Both areas within HR A 3/A4 were o verlain by a demolition layer (35)
consisting of building debris, compacted with modern rubbish, most likely as a result of heavy vehicles
moving above it.
7.1.8.7.2

Hallway Rooms A5/A6

7.1.8.7.2.1.
To the west of HR A3/A4 was another small room: HR A 5/A6. This also seemed to have a
relationship to the rooms it adjoins (A5 and A6).
7.1.8.7.2.2.
Wall 58 was the party wall between A6 and A7 and exte nded to the north creating the western
boundary for this area. Wall 54 creates the Eastern boundary and Wall 154 had remains that extended into
HR A5/A6 to indicate the northern extent of this area.
7.1.8.7.2.3.
As with HR A3/A4, there seemed to be a small ‗anteroom‘ within this area, from which t he
walls remain. Wall 193 was aligned North -South and was parallel with Wall 58. This abuts Wall 210, which
was east-west aligned, with a north-south leg that continued through HR A5/A6 on its eastern end. All walls
were constructed of the same limestone rubble and coral mat erial.
7.1.8.7.2.4.
The floor within the walls of HR A5/A6 included two layers of mortar, one with compact white
mortar (159), which was overlain by another compacted layer with gravel (158). The smaller enclosed
room also had two floor levels, the first of which seemed to be the continuatio n of 159 which was overlain
by anot her c ompact mortar level (161). All of this area was covered by the sam e demolition level as Room
A6 (19= 45).
7.1.8.7.3

Hallway Rooms Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.7.3.1.
The Hallway Rooms may have functioned as ante -rooms or storage areas for Rooms A 3-A6.
They could also have been small shops, for the sale of dates, date syrup or other goods stored or
processed in the larger rooms and madbasat behind them.
7.1.8.7.3.2.
7.1.8.8
7.1.8.8.1

No finds were associated.

Room A7
Room A7 Description

Figure 23: Room A7 during excavation.
7.1.8.8.1.1.
Room A7 was locat ed t o the south of Area A and measured 7.1 x 3.43m. It was bounded by
wall 58 to the east, 92 to the west, 72 to the north and 5050 to the south.
7.1.8.8.1.2.
Two small test pits to the east and west of the Room A7 were excavated to assess the
stratigraphic depth. The test pit to the east (TP A5) measured 0.96 x 0.63m and 0.60 deep. The test pit to
the west (TP A6) was 0.83 x 0.62m and was 0.60m deep.
7.1.8.8.1.3.
The earliest deposit found within these t est pits was a loosely compact, brown grey coral
rocks fragments (119). This was part of the reclamation deposits within this area.
7.1.8.8.1.4.
Above it was a lay er of firm, brown grey silt (118). This was overlain by the remnants of a
possible east-west aligned wall (117), made of pinkish brown sub-rounded medium size stones. These wall
remains predated Room A 7 and was seen only in the two test pits. Overlying Wall 117 was a compact,
coarse white sand (116=608). This was possibly a levelling deposit directly related to the floor above (Floor
115, see below). Also above Wall 117, but only seen to the west, was a thin layer of charcoal (122).
7.1.8.8.1.5.
Overlying deposits 122 and 116=608 was a compact, mortar surface (115=604). This was
fragmented but evi dent in plan within bot h test pits. Above it was another plaster surface (114=603),
possibly a re-surface of the previous floor.
7.1.8.8.1.6.
In TP A 5, and above floor 114=603, was a friable, brownish mid grey silty sand mixed with
charcoal and mortar (113), this was most likely formed as a result of collaps e and levelling after a burning
in this area. Above it was a loose, white plaster deposit (125), possibly another levelling deposit formed
after the collapse of structural material in this area.
7.1.8.8.1.7.
In TP A6, and above floor 114=603, were the remains of a wall collapse (606). Also above
floor 114=603 and within this test pit, was a thin layer of plaster (124). This was overlain by a friable, mid
grey silty sand (123).

7.1.8.8.1.8.
These remains (606, 123-4) were possibly relat ed to t he collapse of Wall 58, the wall dividing
Rooms A6 and A7.
7.1.8.8.1.9.
Overlying 606, 123 and 125, and visible in both test pits was a thick layer of friable charcoal
(112=605). This was a deposit formed as a result of a burning event in this area. This was overlain b y a
loosely compacted white plaster (128), possibly part of a collaps e and levelling in this area and only seen
in the south section of the test pit to the west.
7.1.8.8.1.10.
Above 112=605, and only seen in the south section of the test pit to the east , was a thin lay er
of white lime plaster (129). This was overlain by a friable, grey silty sand layer (602= 607= 111). This was
formed as a result of collapse and levelling in this area after the burning event and it was seen across both
test pits.
7.1.8.8.1.11.
Sealing the whole trench and overlying the above deposits was a fragmented mortar floor
surface (110).
7.1.8.8.1.12.
To the south, north and central area of Room A7, and above Floor 110, were the remains of
a compact, creamy white mortar surface (148=89). This was the latest floor within Room A7. This was
overlain by a large spread of loose, black charcoal (90), possibly the remains of another burning event in
this area.
7.1.8.8.1.13.
Finally, Room A7 was sealed by a demolition layer containing a high volume of rubble and
building material (91), seen all across Area A.
7.1.8.8.2

Room A7 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.8.2.1.
Room A7's long sequence t estifies both to underlying pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara deposits and
structures, and then a series of at least 3 floors interspers ed with burning or levelling lay ers. This
comparative complexity is likely to be illustrative of the entirety of t he site in A rea A, but was not apparent
in excavation except in the test pits because of the need to preserve the madbasat and floors. In Room 7
it was possible to i nvestigate the sequence in full, because of the absence of a madbasa and therefore the
opportunity to dig test pits. It suggests that the current Y.A.F. 'Amara underwent frequent renewal,
replastering and perhaps remodelling, as one would expect of a working building which was in use for
around 50 years.
7.1.8.8.2.2.
The presence of a probable pre -Y.A.F. 'Amara wall above reclaimed ground is of interest. It
implies that some kind of structure was built on the newly reclaimed land prior to the building of the 'amara.
The nature of these structures cannot be ascertained. A similar feature was observed in Room A9.
7.1.8.8.2.3.
7.1.8.9
7.1.8.9.1

There were no finds associated with Room 7.

Room A8
Room A8 Description

Figure 24: Room A8 during excavation, showing room fittings.
7.1.8.9.1.1.

Room A8 was located to the south of Area A and measured 7.35 x 3.31m.

7.1.8.9.1.2.
The earliest structures found in Room A8 were its three walls (92, 72 and 71). To the east,
and aligned north-south, Wall 92 divided Rooms A7 and A8. Wall 71 was located to the west, it was also
aligned north-south and it was the partition wall between rooms 8 and 9. Finally, Wall 72 to the north
divided rooms 8 and the alleyway and it was aligned east -west. These were made of limestone and coral
stone blocks, bonded wit h yellowish white mortar. The southern boundary was marked by the modern
concrete block wall 5050, which in this room clearly showed its construction above older foundations of
traditional materials.
7.1.8.9.1.3.
Stratigraphically above Walls 71 -2 and 92 was a creamy white mix of mortar and cement flo or
surface (81). This showed collapse and damage to cent ral and southern extent of the room. This was the
latest surviving floor surface within Room 8.
7.1.8.9.1.4.
Above Floor 81 and to the west of the room was a metal grill and wood panel (93), possibly
part of the windows and door fittings belonging to this room. Also above Floor 81 was a wood panel (94)
situated in the north-western extent, this was also part of the door or windows fittings within this room.
7.1.8.9.1.5.
Sealing the room was a demolition layer containing a high volume of rubble and building
material (82), seen all ac ross Area A.
7.1.8.9.2

Room A8 Finds and Interpretation

7.1.8.9.2.1.
The wood and metal frames indicate that the rooms of A rea A were fully equipped with doors
and perhaps windows, as also indicated by the threshold struct ure seen at the entrance to Room A1. The
collapse layer (82) contained a single sherd of the common gritty ware used for storage jars, large bowls

and dibs jars. Like Rooms A7, A5 and A4 it was one of those rooms along the south of the 'amara which
did not have a madbasa.
7.1.8.10 Room A9
7.1.8.10.1 Room A9 Description

Figure 25: Room A9, showing madbasa and underlying feature

Figure 26: Channels and pot (bottom right) in madbasa of Room A9.
7.1.8.10.1.1.
Room A9 was located to the south-east of Area A and it was delimited by Wall 70 to the west,
Wall 71 to the east and Wall 72 to the north.
7.1.8.10.1.2.
Wall 70 was a north-south aligned wall. It was made of angular and sub-angular stones,
mostly unworked. These were mostly coral stone, with occasional limestone blocks. A mixture of lime and
gypsum mort ar was used as bonding material.
7.1.8.10.1.3.
Wall 71 was a north-south aligned wall and very similar in composition to Wall 70 (s ee
above). It had some large fac ed stone blocks, however the majority were largely unfac ed, but heavily
plastered or rendered.
7.1.8.10.1.4.
Wall 72 was an east-west aligned wall. As Walls 70 and 71, Wall 72 was also constructed of a
combination of large unworked blocks of limestone and coral stone. Some of the stones showed a basi c
and rough attempt at coursing, but most of the wall was roughly hewn. A mixture of lime and gypsum was
used as bonding material. Part of the original render was still present at the time of the excavation. Wall 72
presented doorways built in. This wall was t he northern limit of Rooms A 7-10, and it was considered
contemporary with Walls 58, 70, 71 and 92.
7.1.8.10.1.5.
The earliest deposit found within this room was a compact, dark greyish white lime mort ar
floor (96). Floor 96 was only visible when the madbasa above was broken and excavated (see below). It
was uneven due to floor subsidence. It possibly extended throughout the room, however it was not fully
revealed due to the madbasa above.
7.1.8.10.1.6.
Sitting on the floor (96) was a series of north-south aligned channels forming a madbasa
structure (95). These were made of roughly hewn limestone and coral stone small blocks bonded togethe r

with lime mortar. The madbasa was made of eight raised sections and seven channels and it drained to
north, where the channels collected the syrup in a pot that was cut into the north-east corner.
7.1.8.10.1.7.
Filling the pot of the madbasa was a loos ely compact, brown clayey sandy silt with high
contents of organic material (97), possibly remains of dat e syrup.
7.1.8.10.1.8.
Filling the madbasa and also sealing Room A9 was a loose, dark grey-white lime-mort ar
deposit (78). This was most likely a levelling deposit to create a floor surface after the madbasa went out of
use.
7.1.8.10.2 Room A9 Finds and Interpretation
7.1.8.10.2.1.
A clear linear alignment can be seen beneath the madbasa, its higher level causing the
overlying section of the madbasa to erode away or be scraped off in undocumented rubble removal from
the site.. It indicates the presence of a wall in the area whic h pre-dates the 'amara, though it is unclear
whet her it was earlier, contemporary or later than the reclamation layer which must underlie the area. The
presence of this wall complements the evidence from Room A7 and its test pits that some kind of structure
or structures underlies the extant 'amara.
7.1.8.10.2.2.

There were no finds in Room A9.

7.1.8.11 Room A10
7.1.8.11.1 Room A10 Description

Figure 27: Room A10, facing north.

7.1.8.11.1.1.
Room A10 was located in the south-west corner of Area A, and it was delimited by Wall 5003
to the west, Wall 70 to the east and Wall 72 to the north. Again, to the south, and cutting through it was
modern Doy 'Amara wall (5050).
7.1.8.11.1.2.
The earliest structure found within Room 10 was a madbasa (75), this was made of lime
mortar. It was aligned north-south and it had eight raised sections, forming seven channels.
7.1.8.11.1.3.
A built-in pot was located in the north-west corner. Filling t he madbasa pot were t wo layers of
dark grey-brown organic material (108 and 109); remains of solidified date juice.
7.1.8.11.1.4.
The madbasa itself was filled with a firm, dark grey brown organic layer (79), most likely
solidified dat e juice and decomposed dates.
7.1.8.11.1.5.
This was overlain by a loose, dark grey white sand mixed with lime mortar (76). This was
seen in the form of scattered patches along the madbasa.
7.1.8.11.1.6.
Resting on top of the madbasa were the remains of a wooden floor (74). Most likely this floor
was built onc e the madbasa went out of us e.
7.1.8.11.1.7.
Above it was a loosely compact, pale creamy brown sand (73). This was also seen only in the
form of small patches, but it possibly was the latest floor within this room.
7.1.8.11.1.8.
The room was sealed by a modern rubble deposit (69), which contained the remains of
machinery (thought to be a milling machine – see below), as well as a bottle and other junk (figs. 94-6).
The machine would have been resting on the final floor (73) prior to the collapse or demolition of the higher
walling in this area.
7.1.8.11.2 Room A10 Finds and Interpretation
7.1.8.11.2.1.
The madbasa and associated pot represent the initial use of t he room. The pot (fig. 81:4) is a
typical example of a dibs jar, in the typical gritted fabric. The wooden floor, overlain by a patchy plaster
floor and heavy machinery, represents a final stage of occupation at this end of the 'amara, whereby a
large machine was housed in the room. This had three massive cogs, numerous smaller cogs, a drive
chain, large plates, rods and parts of a metal frame or casing. Oral testimony indicated that it was installed
some time after the date stalls had been closed down (s aid to be in 1942) us ed for mi lling various
substances, including grain, rice, coffee and spices. Those who required its use paid a few pais or anas
(subdivisions of the rupee) to its operator.
7.1.8.11.2.2.
As well as the heavy machinery, part of a light bulb was found, suggesting that electricity had
come int o us e by the time the machine was installed, along with a pedal (possibly part of the machine), a
large metal hook and three large spanners.
7.1.8.11.2.3.
The presence of this late usage indicates that part of Area A, perhaps just its western end,
remained in use after the closure of the date stalls. This is contrary to some of the oral testimony, which
stated that the whole of Area A was completely closed off, or just used to store wood.

7.1.9

Area A South General Discussion

7.1.9.1. This part of the Y.A.F. 'Amara consisted included 10 main rooms along its southern wall, with
antechambers or smaller rooms adjoining on the northern (alley way) side of the central four rooms. Most of
the main rooms were devoted to the production of date syrup (dibs), and perhaps the sale of whole dates,
with six of them containing madbasat, and one ot her containing a stack of date sacks.
7.1.9.2. Cert ain of the rooms and test pits outside the madbasa rooms indicated repeated renewal of t he
flooring of the warehouse, however, and complex history of modification can be inferred, though it is
impossible to define the changing functions of each room when no clear architectural or artefactual
evidence is present

7.1.9.3. A couple of rooms showed what appear t o have been very late uses of this part of the 'amara,
including Room A4, whic h had a surviving planking floor, and Room A10, with its wooden floor and large
machine. Exact dates cannot be assigned to these late uses, but they suggest opportunistic use of a
partially abandoned space in the decades following World War II.

7.1.10 Area A North
7.1.10.1 Area A North General Description

Figure 28: Overhead shot showing Area A North under excavation.
7.1.10.1.1.
To the north of A rea A at least seven rooms were identified. These mirrored the rooms to t he
south. Due to health and safety and potential collapsing of the standing walls to the north, parts of these
rooms were only surface cleaned. They nonetheless presented good evidence for the presence of a line of
hardware stalls along this side of the 'amara. A long east-west aligned alley wall (207) defined the south
edge of all the rooms to the north.
7.1.10.1.2.
At least two further rooms probably lay to the east of the most easterly defined room (A1N),
judging from the existence of two thresholds in the easterly continuation of wall 207. It was not possible to
investigate these due to t he position of the ramp of spoil leading to A rea D, which provided the only route
of communication between the two areas.
7.1.10.1.3.
The whole of Area A North was sealed by a rubble deposit representing collapse or
demolition, and subsequent rubbish dumping.

7.1.10.2 Room A1N
7.1.10.2.1 Room A1N Description
7.1.10.2.1.1.
Room A N1 was located in the north east corner of Area A. It was defined by a north-south
aligned wall (172=5028) to the east, anot her to the west (174=5026), and an east-west aligned wall (207)
to the south.
7.1.10.2.1.2.
The earliest deposit found with Room A1N was a dark grey mortar floor (171). This was
overlain by a dump of yellowish brown mortar (209), a levelling or even a very basic attempt of a floor.
7.1.10.2.2 Room A1N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.2.2.1.
Along the back wall the room contained a stack of at least 60 iron bowls, of diameter ca.
35cm and depth of ca. 15cm (Find 001:7). These were accompanied by a corroded metal sign, the painted
design of which could not be made out, and a stack of glass window panes (fig. 97). According to oral
testimony (Abdullah Khalifa), the bowls were known as layan, and t hey were used by builders to carry wet
plaster/mortar (juss). This stall therefore appears to have been used to store or sell building materials.
7.1.10.3 Room A2N
7.1.10.3.1 Room A2N Description
7.1.10.3.1.1.
Room A2N was delimited by north-south aligned walls 174 t o the east and 206 to t he west,
and also by Wall 207 to the south.
7.1.10.3.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within this room was a firm, light brown white mortar (173). This
was most likely the remains of a roughly made floor.
7.1.10.3.2 Room A2N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.3.2.1.

No finds were associated, and it was a stall of unk nown function.

7.1.10.4 Room A3N
7.1.10.4.1 Room A3N Description

Figure 29: Room A3N showing broken plaster floor, and boxes of nails (right) after removal from the
room.
7.1.10.4.1.1.
Moving towards the west, Room A3N was defined by Wall 206 to the east and Wall 204 to the
west. Cutting through Wall 206 was the foundation for a column (286). This was the only one found within
Area A. No evidence of other columns was found.
7.1.10.4.1.2.
The earliest deposit found within A 3N was a very loose, light yellow to white sand (176). This
was a re-deposited clean beach sand, possibly a levelling for the floor lying above it.
7.1.10.4.1.3.
Sitting directly above 176 was a c ompact, light grey mortar floor (175). This was seen only to
the north and east, and it was heavily fragmented and damaged.
7.1.10.4.2 Room A3N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.4.2.1.
23 boxes of nails were found in this room (Find 001: 9). The (presumably cardboard) boxes
had completely rotted away, leaving rectangular masses of corroded nails measuring ca. 15 x 15 x 5cm.
7.1.10.4.2.2.
materials.

Like Room A1N, this room therefore appears t o have been us ed to sell or store building

7.1.10.5 Room A4N

7.1.10.5.1 Room A4N Description
7.1.10.5.1.1.
To the west of A3N was Room A4N. This was delimited by nort h-sout h aligned Wall 204 to
the east, Wall 202 to the west and Wall 207 to the south.
7.1.10.5.1.2.
deposits.

A small test pit (TP A7) was dug in the southern end of this room to assess the depth of

7.1.10.5.1.3.
The earliest deposit found within Room A 4N c onsisted of large coral stones, representing
boulder reclamation.
7.1.10.5.1.4.
Above the boulder reclamation was a mid grey brown silt with frequent mort ar inclusions
(238). This was a levelling deposit for a floor. Above it was a compact but fragmented plaster slab floor
(205). This floor was cracked in several areas, but it covered at least 80% of the room.
7.1.10.5.1.5.

Above the fragmented floor was a thick layer of white powdery material, probably lime.

7.1.10.5.2 Room A4N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.5.2.1.
The thick lime deposit above the floor may indicate t hat it was stored in the stall, to be sold in
the building trade.
7.1.10.6 Room A5N
7.1.10.6.1 Room A5N Description
7.1.10.6.1.1.
To the west of A4N was Room A5N. It was defined by walls 202 to the east and 207 to the
south. The put ative wall dividing it from Room A6N was not uncovered due t o health and safety
considerations entailing the erection of scaffolding. Marks on the wall dividing it from Area D (wall 5026)
indicate that there was once a division.
7.1.10.6.1.2.

A rough test pit (TP A8) measuring ca. 1.50 x 1.20m was dug in the middle of the room.

Figure 30: Room A5N, showing lime deposit and boulder reclamation, which has been cut through.
7.1.10.6.1.3.
The earliest deposit found within this test pit was a large quantity of coral stones (197=201),
part of the reclamation process within the area. Above it was a loose, mid grey brown sandy silt (196=200),
a levelling deposit forming part of the reclamation. The walls of this area were built on this level.
7.1.10.6.1.4.
This was overlain to t he east by a dark orangey sand (203). This deposit was obviously
designed for a specific function; it was laid forming a line running parallel to Wall 204. Its purpose was
unknown.
7.1.10.6.1.5.
In the north of A5N and above 203, were the remains of a worked stone flags floor (199). This
survived as an undulating surface, the full extent was lost and the remains were badly cracked.
7.1.10.6.1.6.
Above it and in the northern extent was a thick deposit of light creamy white lime (198) (c.f.
Room A4N). This was intentionally stored while the rooms were still in use.
7.1.10.6.2 Room A5N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.6.2.1.
Lime or some other plaster-like substance was stored in the northern part of this stall, as in
the adjac ent Room A4N. It may have been int ended for sale to the building trade.
7.1.10.7 Room A6N
7.1.10.7.1 Room A6N Description

Figure 31: Room s A7 (left), A6 (centre) and A5 (right), prior to erection of scaffolding and before partial
excavation.
7.1.10.7.1.1.
The next room was A6N. This was defined by wall 207 to t he south, but the wall dividing it
from A5N to the east was not uncovered due to health and safety considerations , though as noted above
this division was evident on the standing wall 5026 on the northern side (the dividing wall bet ween A reas
A and D). To the west, its division from Room A7 is inferred from the stump of a wall (unnumbered)
protruding from wall 5026.
7.1.10.7.1.2.
The earliest deposit found wit hin this area was a light grey brown sa ndy silt (195), a levelling
deposit. This was overlain by the remains of a stone slab floor (216). This floor s urvived as scattered
fragments, only visible towards the middle section of the room.
7.1.10.7.1.3.
Above the floor was a dark grey white mortar deposit (194). This deposit sealed the remains
of the east-west (unexcavat ed) wall which defined the western boundary.
7.1.10.7.1.4.
Above 194 was a thick stack of irregular chunks of salt, brownish with impurities, and bank ed
up against the northern wall of the stall (visible as a mound against the foot of the wall in fig. 31).
7.1.10.7.2 Room A6N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.7.2.1.
The stack of salt chunks appears to relate to house building or maintenance, according to
living testimony (Abdullah K halifa). Details were vague, but it appeared that a solution of such rough salt
was used to wash down walls and floors.
7.1.10.8 Room A7N
7.1.10.8.1 Room A7N Description

Figure 32: Room A7N, showing madbasa beneath the scaffolding, with oil barrels at north end (right)
and tins of tallow(?) at south end (left).
7.1.10.8.1.1.
Finally, in the north-west corner was Room A7N, defined by wall 5026 to the north (dividing it
from Area D), wall 5004 to the west (dividing it from Area B ) and 207 to the south. The putative division
with Room A6 was not excavated or numbered.
7.1.10.8.1.2.
Room A7 had the only madbasa in the northern segment of Area A. For health and s afety
reasons it was only partially uncovered. The visible remains of the madbasa measured 7.0 x 2.0m.
7.1.10.8.1.3.
Above the madbasa was a stack of around 60 square tins filled with (and leaking) a thick
unpleasant-smelling yellow grease (not illustrated). This was said t o be tallow (beef fat), allegedly used for
human cons umption, but it could have been used as grease for mechanical purposes. In the northwestern
corner of the room were two large oil drums.
7.1.10.8.2 Room A7N Finds and Interpretation
7.1.10.8.2.1.
This was the only madbasa found on the northern side of the Y.A.F. 'Amara. It clearly went
out of use, following which it was used to store tins of tallow(?) or another kind of heavy grease, and
perhaps a different kind of oil in the drums. It was not possible to be sure it was tallow in the rectangular
tins, and edible materials would not be in keeping with the other finds on the northern side of the 'amara
7.1.10.9 Area A North General Discussion
7.1.10.9.1.
Seven rooms were partially excavated along the northern side of the Area A 'amara, and t wo
more can be inferred to have existed at the eastern end.
7.1.10.9.2.
The s urviving arc haeological and artefactual information appears to indicate a broad
differenc e in the function of the northern and southern sides of the Y.A.F. 'Amara, insofar as madbasat are
mainly conc entrated in the southern part, while stalls holding material relating to construction and building
maintenance are found on the northern side.
7.1.10.9.3.
This may relate to chronological differences: it is possible that the selling of building mat erials
was part of the late use of the site, after the date and date syrup businesses had been closed down. This
would certainly be so in the case of Room A7N. Thus, one might speculate that the date warehouse was
closed and the madbasat abandoned, allegedly in the 1940s, but that milling, storage and the sale of
building materials occurred subsequently and perhaps opport unistically, in the partially disused wareh ouse

7.1.10.9.4.
The hypothesis is not possible to prove, due t o the lack of stratigraphic connections across
the alley and between most rooms, and or al testimony was unclear on the matter. The alternative is that
the building hardware stalls on the other side were cont emporary with some or most of the madbasat on
the southern side, and were closed at the same time as them, though clearly later occupati on undoubtedly
occurred on both sides (e.g. the mill in Room A10, and activities relating to the tallow and oil drums in
Room A7N, which were both situated above disused madbasat).

7.2

AREA B

Figure 33: Area B.

7.2.1

Area B General Description

7.2.1.1. Area B was approximat ely square, and measured ca. 23m x 22m. It was divided int o by a c olonnade
comprising t wo rows of six columns, the central alleyway of the 'amara running bet ween the t wo rows. The
area was accessible from the east and west only through gates aligned with the cent ral axis. There were
also doorways at either end of the west fr ont but these had been blocked.
7.2.1.2. It had a central hallway or alley running east-west flanked by columns; the 1958 phot ograph suggests
it was lightly roofed with palm fronds. Rooms or cloisters with solid roofing can be inferred from a
combination of the archaeological evidence and the photograph from 1958, running along the easter n and
western ends, and also the nort hern and southern sides, with a higher solidly roofed clerestory level filling
the remainder of the nort hern side. Only those wall and rooms for which there was archaeological evidence
have been marked or inferred on the figure.
7.2.1.3. The northern wall was almost totally collapsed and only preserved at its east end. The southern wall
(5029) was preserved at its full height at both ends but was collapsed down to ca. 1.5m app rox in most of
its middle part. It was niched.
7.2.1.4. The walls t o the west were well preserved except for the south end of 5032, which had collapsed.
Both 5032 and 5031 were niched. Additionally, 5032 cont ained a doorway into Area C, blocked with
concrete blocks.
7.2.1.5. The nort hern half was largely covered by a concrete floor (thought to date to the 1970s), but a row of
columns at right angles to the main colonnade survived in the eastern end, forming a small room in the
northeast corner of the area (Room B1N).
7.2.1.6. The southern half was not covered by the concrete floor. Like Area B North, there was a row of
columns at the east end, in this case joined at the base to form solid walling, which formed a narrow room
(Room B1S). There was a similar arrangement in the western end, where the columns survived to their full
height and supported a surviving but unstable section of traditional roofing, above Room B4S. Bet ween the
western and eastern rooms, two presumed other rooms were locat ed (Rooms B2S and B3S ), though the
need to erect scaffolding for safety reasons limited excavation in this area.

Figure 34: Gateway from Area A to Area B.

7.2.2
7.2.2.1

Area B South

Area B South General Description

7.2.2.1.1.
Area B South was divided in 4 potential rooms. Partition walls were not as well defined as in
Area A, and survived mostly as rubble remains. From E ast to West, the Rooms were referred to from B1S
to B4S.
7.2.2.2
7.2.2.2.1

Room B1S
Room B1S Description

Figure 35: Room B1S showing rope coils, looking south.
7.2.2.2.1.1.
Room B1S was located in the s outh east corner of A rea B and measured 4.2m north-south
and 3. 17m east-west.
7.2.2.2.1.2.
The earliest structure within this room was a north-south aligned wall (5003) t o the east. This
wall was the outer wall of Area A, before Area B was constructed. It was standing partially to the south,
made of roughly worked coral stone blocks bonded with sandy mort ar.
7.2.2.2.1.3.
To the north was an east-west aligned wall (1024), this was made of a mix of worked and
roughly hewn limestone blocks. These were faced on both sides to a good standard, with a plastered face.
7.2.2.2.1.4.
The western side of the room was defined by a wall (5129) constructed of three columns with
infill walling. Thes e were made of limestone and coral stone blocks, roughly hewn and with no obvious
courses. Both faces and the top were plastered to create an even surface.
7.2.2.2.1.5.
It could not be ascertained whethe r this walling extended to the southern boundary of the
room (wall 5029, being a stretch of traditional walling surviving against the Doy Amara wall, here numbered
5072). This was it was necessary to erect scaffolding against 5029.
7.2.2.2.1.6.
Following the stratigraphic sequence, the columns and walls were overlain by a loose, light
grey black charcoal (1023), a small patch located towards the centre of the room. Above it, and seen
across most of the room was a loose, light grey mortar deposit (1022), possibly laid to provide foundation
for the floor above. Resting on it was a compact, light brown grey lime mortar floor (1021). This was seen
only to the south and around the edges of the room, but it probably covered the entire room.
7.2.2.2.1.7.
The room was sealed by a 5cm thick dump of mortar (1020), which spread across the entire
room. It may have been a roughly laid and poorly consolidated floor.

7.2.2.2.2

Room B1S Finds and Interpret ation

7.2.2.2.2.1.
To the north-west corner, two large coils of rope (1019:01) rested above 1020. These had a
circumference of 0.14m and were probably ship ropes. Their location above a late floor (1020) implies a
secondary usage, and they should be regarded as part of one of the final occupations of t he building. This
area was said to have been used as a storage area after the closure of the madbasat (thus 1940s-1960s),
but the rope may also relate to even later occupation, involving the sale of material abandoned by the
British upon their departure in the early 1970s. Unfortunately, therefore, the ropes cannot be relate d to the
original use of the western part of the 'amara, entailing the out fitting and repair of boats.
7.2.2.2.2.2.
There were no other significant finds, apart from a gaudy metal necklace of relatively recent
date in the overburden (1001:01).
7.2.2.3

Room B2S

7.2.2.3.1

Room B2S Description

7.2.2.3.1.1.
Rooms B2S and B3S were not as well defined, and the potential walls survived only as part of
demolition layers and heaps of rubble. The disposition of the rubble suggested that there were two rooms
in this area, though it was not possible to ascertain the exact point of division.
7.2.2.3.1.2.
The earliest deposit above the boulder reclamation in B2S was a mid grey sandy silt (1078).
This was most likely deliberately lain prior to the c onstruction of buildings in the area. Above it were the
fragments of a solid white mortar floor surface (1057).
7.2.2.3.1.3.
Floor 1057 was overlain by a loose, black charc oal (1077). This thin spread appeared to be
part of an episode of burning within the building.
7.2.2.3.1.4.
In the northern extent of Area B sout h, and towards the east, was a spread of loose, black
charcoal (1058).
7.2.2.3.1.5.
Above 1077 and 1058 was a spread of loose, brownish mid grey sandy silt (1012), this
deposit seemed to predate the division of the eastern extent of Area B.
7.2.2.3.1.6.
Overlaying 1012 and only seen in the south facing section was a mid grey sand gravel (1013),
a collapse and levelling after burning in the area. Above it and to the west was a t hick horiz on of charcoal
(1004). Also above 1013 and to the east was another charcoal (1006) deposit, originally part of 1004.
Above 1004 and 1006 was a mid grey sand (1009=1014); this deposit was another levelling after burning
and collapse in the area.
7.2.2.3.1.7.

The above deposit was overlain by another lay er of charc oal (1005=1007=1008).

7.2.2.3.1.8.
Also overlaying 1012, but only seen in the north section of the excavation trench, w as a nort hsouth aligned wall (1002, not depicted). This wall was not seen in plan, and it was most likely an internal
division bet ween Rooms B2S and B 3S. To the east of this, and also above 1002, was a firm, dark grey
charcoal layer (1003=1011). This was overlain by white, lime plaster floor (1010), seen in the eastern
extent of the area.
7.2.2.3.1.9.
Finally, above 1005, 1007, 1008 and 1010 was a demolition layer and accumulation of
modern debris (1001).
7.2.2.3.2

Room B2S Finds and Interpret ation

7.2.2.3.2.1.
There were no associated finds. The burnt layers indicate at least one phase of burning and
destruction, before the laying of a final floor prior to abandonment and general collapse. Walling and a
superstructure may therefore have existed in this area, which were burnt and destroyed, with the resultant
open area then being floored and re-used during one of the lat e occupations of the building.
7.2.2.4

Room B3S

7.2.2.4.1

Room B3S Description

7.2.2.4.1.1.

Rooms BS3 was bounded on the west by a fragmentary wall, 1066 (see below).

7.2.2.4.1.2.

A 2m x 2m test pit was sunk into Room B3S (TP B2).

7.2.2.4.1.3.
The earliest deposit excavated within this area was a compact, lime and mortar floor (1067).
This was covered by a thick layer of charcoal (1059), an episode of burning within t he area. Overlain by it
was a white lime floor (1061). This was the latest preserved floor surface within the central area.
7.2.2.4.1.4.
Cutting through 1061 were the remnants of a north south aligned wall (1066). This was best
preserved at its northern end, where it survived to a height of 0. 4m approximate. Wall 1066 was made of
small limestone rocks bonded with mortar.
7.2.2.4.1.5.
To the east of the above wall, and c utting through Floor 1061 was a pit (1063), rectangular in
section and of unknown size. This was aligned east-west, and had vertical sides ending in an irregular
base. Filling it was a mid brown-grey silt (1065).
7.2.2.4.1.6.
To the east of Pit 1063 and also cutting through Floor 1061 was another roughly rectangular
pit (1062). This was aligned north-south and it was similar in shape and size to Pit 1063. This was filled by
a mid brown sandy silt (1064).
7.2.2.4.1.7.
Sealing the room, and above 1064, 1065 and 1066, was a demolition layer and accumulation
of modern debris (1001).
7.2.2.4.2

Room B3S Finds and Interpret ation

7.2.2.4.2.1.
Like the adjacent room, the sequence of B3S testifies to an initial occupation with plaster
flooring, followed by a burning layer, which in t urn was covered by a new floor. Unlike B2S, t here were
structural modifications following the laying of the final floor, consisting of the building of a stone wall, and
the digging of two pits.
7.2.2.4.2.2.
Three sherds of a broken madbasa jar were found in the late floor level (1061) (fig. 81:5). It is
not clear that these relat e to any of the occupations of the room, and they may have been kicked into the
area during the late period of use. The alternative is that the room, or adjac ent rooms, once cont ained a
madbasa, which had been complet ely destroyed and was not visible arc haeologically.
7.2.2.5
7.2.2.5.1

Room B4S
Room B4S Description

Figure 36: Room B4S, showing surviving roofing (looking w est).
7.2.2.5.1.1.
Room B4S was in the south-west corner of Area B south. It was delimited by Wall 1066 to the
east, and Wall 5031 to the west. Fragments of roofing survived above the room.
7.2.2.5.1.2.
A small test pit measuring 2.0 x 2. 0m was dug to the west of wall 1066 (not depicted). The
earliest deposit found within the test pit was a thick layer of coral stones (1068), part of the boulder
reclamation within the area. Above it was a mid grey sandy silt floor surface (1079). This was most likely
laid prior to the construction of the buildings in this area.
7.2.2.5.1.3.
To the west, and near Wall 5031, the earliest deposit was a loos e, black charcoal (1055), a
deposit related to a burning episode in the area.

7.2.2.5.1.4.
Above 1055 and 1079 was a compact, white lime chalk surface (1054), the lat est floor
remaining in the western extent of A rea B south. This was overlain by a lay er composed of wooden beams
remains (1056). The beams were partially impressed int o 1054, orientated both east-west and north-south.
7.2.2.5.1.5.
7.2.2.5.2

Finally, sealing the room was a demolition layer and accumulation of modern debris (1001).
Room B4S Finds and Interpret ation

7.2.2.5.2.1.
There were no finds, and the sequence found in rooms B3S and B2S was replicated, namely
the presenc e of an early occupation above reclaimed land, followed by a burning event, followed by the
relaying of a new floor.
7.2.2.5.2.2.
It seems unlikely that the beams represent fallen roofing, as roofing survives above the room.
They may represent some of the wood that was said to have been stored in the building in its latter years.
On the other hand, their parallel and at angled alignments may suggest some kind of flooring.

7.2.3
7.2.3.1

Area B North

Area B North General Description

7.2.3.1.1.
Area B Nort h consisted of an open area covered with a c oncret e floor c overing the western
and central part, wit h a smaller room in t he east (Room B1N) in the east, separated by a row of four
columns
7.2.3.1.2.
A large test pit (TP B 1) was sunk into the western and central part, after the concrete floor
had been cut through; two smaller divisions of it were dug deeper into the boulder reclamation layer (TP
B1a and TP B1b).

Figure 37: Room B1N, showing metal drums on pallets above demolition layer.
7.2.3.2
7.2.3.2.1

Area B North, Room B1N
Area B North Room B1N Description

7.2.3.2.1.1.
Room B1N was locat ed in the north-east corner of A rea B, to the west of Wall 11, which
divided Areas A and B.
7.2.3.2.1.2.
The earliest structure found within this room was an east-west aligned wall (1071). This wall
defined the southern extent of this room, and was composed of limestone and coral stone blocks , and
included a threshold. The blocks were roughly hewn, bonded with mortar and with no apparent coursing.
7.2.3.2.1.3.
The group of four columns bounding the western side was given the notional wall number
5128, on the basis that there was once a wall there, as indicated by t he aerial photographs, and the
remains of plaster and farush infill between the columns (see Section 8.2.2, figs. 59-60).
7.2.3.2.1.4.
Directly above the excavated southern wall (1071) was a lime mortar surface (1072). This
was the floor surface for the entrance to the room, located in the middle of the doorway . Also
stratigraphically above Wall 1071 was a mid grey concrete floor surface (1069), the latest floor within the
room. It is at a lower level and may be earlier than t he c oncret e floor c overing the western and central
parts.
7.2.3.2.1.5.
These floors were overlain by a loose, brown-grey sandy silt (1080), a demolition deposit
filling t he room. Above it, and to the north, were a series of wooden pallets upon which rested stacks of
medium-sized metal drums (1070). This is the latest surviving evidence for the use of the room.
7.2.3.2.2

Room B1N Finds and Interpretation

7.2.3.2.2.1.
This room is the only surviving division of the northern part of Area B (though test pits indicate
there were earlier divisions – see below). Little can be said about the initial occupation, as the original floor
was covered by the more recent concrete floor.
7.2.3.2.2.2.
The pallets and metal drums (holding pai nt?) relate to a latest occupation, when a layer of
collapse had already covered part of the concrete floor. It may relate to the period in the 1970s, when cars
and materials from the British base were sold from the north side of Area B. It may alternatively relate to an
even later occupation of the area.
7.2.3.3
7.2.3.3.1

Area B North, Centre and Western Area
Area B North, Centre and Western area Description

7.2.3.3.1.1.
This area of B nort h was covered by a modern concrete floor. A large test trench (TP B1,
containing deeper elements B1a and B1b) meas uring 11.6 x 4.3m was excavat ed t o ex pose the
archaeology underneath.
7.2.3.3.1.2.
The trench was excavated to a depth of 1.60m. The earliest deposit found was a large coral
stones deposit (1051), part of the reclamation proc ess within the area.
7.2.3.3.1.3.
Directly above it was a compact, reddish grey silt (1029= 1034=1046), the first ground surface
overlying the reclamation.
7.2.3.3.1.4.
In the eastern part, and cutting through it was the shallow c onstruction c ut (1052) for an east west aligned wall (1045, not illustrated). This was seen only in section, it was 0.6m wide and it was
preserved to a height of 0.45m. Abutting Wall 1045 to the east was a white lime plaster flo or (1048).
7.2.3.3.1.5.
This was overlain by a layer of loose, brown grey silt (1050). Above it and still to the east of
Wall 1045 was a compact, mid brown grey silt (1049).
7.2.3.3.1.6.
Directly above (1029=1034=1046), and towards the centre of the trench was a layer of dark
grey to black charc oal (1030) and a layer of grey silt mixed with charcoal (1031). These two deposits were
possibly associated and related to burning in the area. To the east of 1031, and also above 1034 was a
deposit composed entirely of corroded and fragmented iron material (1032).

7.2.3.3.1.7.
Above 1030-2, and abutting Wall 1045 to the west was a compact, white mortar floor (1027).
This was overlain by a mid grey brown silt horizon (1076).
7.2.3.3.1.8.
Floor 1027, along with Wall 1045 and Floor 1048 s uggest that B north had been previously
subdivided into at least two rooms.
7.2.3.3.1.9.
Above 1076 and seen across most of the trench was a loosely compact, rubble deposit within
a sand matrix (1025=1037). This deposit was likely formed due to natural collapse of structures within the
area, and als o due to deliberate levelling prior to the laying of floor level above.
7.2.3.3.1.10.
In the east and also above 1076 and 1049 was anot her layer building material fragments
mixed with rubble within a sandy silt matrix (104 7). This was most likely another levelling deposit, previous
to the laying of floor above.
7.2.3.3.1.11.
In the east of the trench, and above 1034 were two horizontal wooden beans (1033). These
were most likely either material remaining from when the area was used for ship repairs or wood
merchants, or collapsed roof beams.
7.2.3.3.1.12.
To the east of this, and towards the eastern edge of the trench, and above ground surface
1034 was a loose, brown silt mixed with a high content of fis h bones and scales (1028). This was most
likely a tipping of waste material from fish process ing. Above it was a greyish brown silt with a significant
amount of sub-angular to sub-rounded medium size stones (1035).
7.2.3.3.1.13.
Seen all the way across the trench was a white, lime plaster floor surface (1037). Directly
above it and sealing the trench was a mode rn conc rete floor (1036)
7.2.3.3.2

Area B North, Centre and Western area: Finds and Interpretation

7.2.3.3.2.1.
It is likely that A rea B was a later extension of the original 'amara building, which would have
originally consisted only of Area A. While the sequence of walls betw een Areas A and B is appropriate for
this interpretation, it cannot be proven absolutely that it was a significantly later build, as opposed to a
second phas e in a single building episode. Differences in the nature of the archit ecture of eac h area,
however, imply that Area A was indeed built at an earlier date, particularly wit h regard t o the use of infilled
piers to creat e walling in Areas B and C.
7.2.3.3.2.2.
A variety of activities appear to have taken place in this area, the by -products of which
included fish waste (context 1028) and metal fragments (1032), the latter perhaps resulting from the
extreme corrosion of an artefact, or perhaps from s ome kind of metal working. The presence of wooden
beams may relate to eit her the storage or selling of wood, or a roof coll apse towards the end of the
sequence.
7.2.3.3.2.3.
A wall (1045) and associated flooring (1027, 1048) appear to post -date at least one of these
activities (the activity related to metal fragments), perhaps suggesting that the configuration of the original
structure was changed during its usage.
7.2.3.3.2.4.
Somewhat uninformative deposits built up on this floor, and then, following a collapse or
levelling episode, the whole area was covered by a concrete floor. Oral testimony indicates that this area
was then used to sell second-hand cars aft er the departure of the British. The only finds were t wo piec es of
pottery, both dating to the lat e pre -Islamic or early Islamic period. It can s afely be assumed these were
carried accident ally down to the site during the rec lamation process.

7.3

AREA C

Figure 38: Area C.

Figure 39: Area C and the Y.A.F. 'Amara, looking southea st towards the seaward-facing facade.

7.3.1

Area C General Description

7.3.1.1. Area C consisted of a large rectangular area, slightly flaring out to the west, measuring ca. 30m E -W,
26m N-S at the western end and 22m N-S at the eastern end. It was covered by a recent concrete floor
(presumed to date to the 1970s).
7.3.1.2. A colonnade of 6 columns ran parallel to the southern wall. A small semi -demolished and relatively
recent toilet block stood in the southeastern corner, probably also relat ed to the 1970s usage of the site.
The northeastern corner contained a row of columns which supported the skeletal remains of roofing (see
Section 8.2.3 for images of Area C structures ). A further section of degraded roofing was located on the
inside of the main gate in the western facade, supported by a column made of concrete blocks.
7.3.1.3. In t he northwestern corner a well-pres erved block of rooms survived, with walls and roofing largely
intact. Its eastern and southern walls consisted of original columns infilled with conc rete blocks. Two rows
of original columns running east-west were also located inside this block, making three rows of columns in
total on this side of Area C. Internally, the northwestern block contained two large rooms, each divided into
two, thus four rooms in total.
7.3.1.4. The aerial photographs showed that in 1958 all four sides of the area were roofed, and that thick
ropes or long sagging poles were stretched across an open courtyard in the middle. Remarkably, these
were still in place in 1980, though the southwestern corner had collapsed by that time.
7.3.1.5. The impressive facade of the building in 1958 included a large central double gate with an arched
window above it, flanked by niched walls, each with 8 niches. A smaller door opened into the northern wall,
offering access into the northwestern building block. When the site was excavated in 2009, all but the
southernmost of the surviving windows/niches were open, while the main gat e was partially collapsed. It
had been remodelled since 1958, so that the arched window over the door had been replaced by a larg e
rectangular window (fig. 39).
7.3.1.6. Two test trenches were opened, by cutting through the 1970s concrete floor.

7.3.2

Test Pit C1

7.3.2.1. TP C1 was located in the west of Area C. It was square in shape, and it measured 3.8 x 4.2m. It was
dug to a depth of 1.0m.
7.3.2.2. The earliest deposit found within this trench was a thick layer of coral stones fragments (2005) (fig.
40). These measured roughly 0.2 x 0.2m to 0.4 x 0.5m, and were part of the deposits used to reclaim land
within this area.
7.3.2.3. This was overlain by a layer of loose, brown silty sand (2004), possibly a m ade up ground. Also above
2005 was a small layer of ashes and charcoal small fragments (2003), t his had maximum width of 0.04m.
Stratigraphically above 2004 was a layer of firm, dark yellow mix of sand and lime (2002). This was the
earliest identified floor within this area. Above it was a mix of building material fragments and organic
material with occasional rubble fragments. This was a levelling deposit. Finally above it was a thick layer of
medium to large c oral and limestone or sandstone blocks within a mat rix of sandy mortar (2000). This was
possibly another levelling deposit used to raise the floor.
7.3.2.4. The area was sealed by a thin concrete floor (2006), part of the last phase of the 'amara.

Figure 40: Test Pit C1, looking east. Test Pit C2 can be seen in the background.

7.3.3

Test Pit C2

7.3.3.1. Test Pit C2 was located to the east of A rea C. It was square in shape, and it measured 3.1 x 3. 3m. It
was dug to a depth of 1.2m.
7.3.3.2. The earliest deposit found within this trench was a thick lay er of coral stones fragments (2016=2010,
same as 2005 in Trench 1). This was overlain by a loose, brown silty sand (2015=2014=2009, same as
2004 in Trench 1). This was most likely a levelling deposit.
7.3.3.3. Above it was a firm, dark yellow mix of sand and lime (20 13=2012=2008, same as 2002 in Trench 1).
This was the earliest floor within this area. This was overlain by a thick layer of medium to large coral and

stone blocks within a matrix of sandy mortar (2011=2006, same as 2000 in Trench 1). This was most likely
a levelling deposit or made up ground.
7.3.3.4. TP C2 was sealed by a concrete Floor (2006).

7.3.4

Area C Finds and Discussion

7.3.4.1. The test trenches revealed the presence of flooring over reclaimed land, as expected, but nothing in
the way of information regarding usage prior to the laying of the late concrete floor. Plastic was found in the
layers below the concrete.
7.3.4.2. One visitor to the site stated that the area inside the central courtyard had cont ained an open pit
which was filled naturally with sea wat er, where wood us ed in the boat building industry was submerged
and cured, but this could not be proven or disproven.
7.3.4.3. The presence of the concrete flooring probably relates to usage in the 1970s when second hand
goods were sold off.
7.3.4.4. The remodelling of t he northwestern corner using breez e blocks also testifies to late modifications.
This part of Area C had clearly been remodelled and strengthened some time after the introduction of
concrete blocks, and oral testimony indicates it was used as a cattle byre, perhaps as late as the 1980s.
Water and fodder troughs had been built inside.
7.3.4.5. An old medical stretcher was found inside the northwestern roofed block (Find 3001:104), perhaps
relating to the use of Areas B and C in the 1970s, when material from the British base was sold off.

7.4

AREA D

Figure 41: Area D

7.4.1

Area D General Description

7.4.1.1. Area D (the 'Amarat Ali Rashed Fakhro or A.R.F. 'Amara) is located to the north of the Y.A.F. 'Amara.
There appears to have been no access between the two except by the main street to the east (Tujjar
A venue). Walls 5043 and 5058 abutted Wall 5090 of the adjac ent Area A of the Y.A.F. 'Amara, indicating
that the Area D complex was built later than Area A. It is not possible to tell whether Area D was built
earlier or later than the extensions to Area A (A reas B, C and E).
7.4.1.2. Area D had a rectangular shape, east-west aligned, although the eastern half is slightly wider than the
western one . The walls are well preserved as well as most of the c eilings and roofs . The north boundary is
a wall with niches and windows but no doorways. On entering from Tujjar A venue there was an alley or
corridor, originally entirely roofed, with a room complexes on bot h sides (fig. 41).
7.4.1.3. There was then a cent ral hallway or extension to the corridor with columns at both sides. A small low
room was found on the north side, of modern concrete block construction but incorporating older columns,
and prot ruding out into the original corridor area. The roof of this was lower than the height of the building,
creating t wo storeys. It backed onto the original stalls which line the adjacent suq road, which are still in
use but not accessible from the 'amara.
7.4.1.4. This northwestern part of the 'amara was separated from the northeastern section (Rooms D5 -D6) by
a stairwell, under which was a small madbasa, said to be the private madbasa of Ali Rashid Fakhro. The
stairs led in two flights to the upper roof level.
7.4.1.5. The western edge was delimited by the recent wall of the coffee shop of Abdullah Khalifa, through
which there was no access. Abdullah Khalifa indicated that t he coffee shop, originally his father's, once
extended into the open and columned area in the west of the complex, but had collapsed.
7.4.1.6. Prior to the commencement of excavation the western area was filled with collapsed roofing, former
coffee-shop walling and accumulat ed junk, with the central corridor in the eastern part filled wit h collapsed
roofing. Mixed in with the rubble was a quantity of metal and other objects which had been part of the
furniture, equipment and sales stock of the complex in its final years of usage. Artefacts included much of
the office archive of Rashed 'Ali Ras hid Fakhro, the son of 'Ali Rashed Fakhro, who had continued to use
the complex into the 1980s.
7.4.1.7. An Arabic personal name and a date in the Islamic calendar were inscribed in the plaster of the inner
western wall of Room D3 in the line of rooms on the south side of the corridor ('Ali, 1351). These indicate
construction or replastering in 1932 or 1933 (s ee below).

7.4.2

Area D Excavation

7.4.2.1. No arc haeological excavation took place in Area D. Clearance of the junk, rubble and artefacts by
workmen began prior to the arrival of the archaeological team, and continued while excavation took place
in the adjacent Areas A-C, which had suffered more extensive collapse. Artefactual mat erial was collected
by the workmen and delivered to the finds cabin.

7.4.3

Area D Wall Inscriptions

7.4.3.1. An Arabic name and dat e was found on the western wall of Room D3 (Context 5043, Wall 72),
reading 'Ali 1351, i.e. 'Ali, 1932/1933. The numeral 2 was inscribed above the 5 of t he date, perhaps
referring to the month, or perhaps being a reference to an additional date, 1321 (1903/1904). Not far away,
to the left, 'Ali was inscribed again, with the numeral 2 (and perhaps some other elements), beneat h a wshaped symbol, which might be a partial letter s (sin), a partial Arabic number 4, or a shadda (a symbol
indicating the doubling of a consonant in the Arabic s cript) (fig. 42).
7.4.3.2. 'Ali may well refer to 'Ali Ras hid Fakhro, or perhaps to the master builder. If the number 2 indicates
the month it would be June or early July 1932. If, on the other hand it indicates an alternative year
(1903/1904), it may very tentatively be taken to indicate the date at which an earlier building or plastering
had occurred, perhaps recording an earlier inscription obscured by the new render. Either way, it suggests
that the building or latest major modification of this wall, and therefore the main walling of the A. R.F.
'Amara, occurred in 1932 or 1933.

7.4.3.3. The date of 1932 or 1933 A D certainly indicates when the plastering occurred, though not necessarily
the date when the walls were built. The nature of the architecture in this part of the complex is conservative
and conforms more to the older "Arab" tradition than the later niched "Persian" style, having more in
common with Area A than the demonstrably later buildings of Areas B-C, and the other parts of the A rea D
complex, which may be later rebuilds. For this reason, it is considered more likely that the inscription refers
to a final replastering event rather than the original build.

Figure 42: Inscription in Room D3, with original photo (above) and interpretation (below).

7.4.3.4. One pillar (column 5116) still bore tally marks said by Abdullah K halifa to have been left by his father,
the former coffee shop owner, which rec orded the tabs owed by patrons (fig. 43). This column had been
located inside the original coffee shop prior to its collapse.

Figure 43: Column to have been inside former coffee shop, showing customers' tabs (column 5116).

7.4.4

Area D Finds

7.4.4.1. There was a variety of finds relating to t he final use of this warehous e and office complex. The
workmen indic ated that most or all were found in the corridor and in Room D2, which appeared to be the
main office. They can broadly be di vided into three categories, which are discussed further in the finds
section (Section 9.3.2.6):
 hardware relating to the function and sales activities of the complex, such as furniture, industrial
scales, safes;
 goods for sale, including boxes of soap, beds and drain pipes;
 administrative documentation, comprising the business archive of Rashid 'Ali Fakhro.

7.4.5

Area D Discussion

7.4.5.1. This complex and its cont ents offer a useful snapshot of transitional B ahrain, as it moved from t he
traditional to the modern economy. Its architecture is well -preserved, and represents the final manifestation
of traditional building t echniques in Muharraq. The administrative documents and artefactual contents may
provide a useful economic resourc e for future study.
7.4.5.2. It appears to have been built lat er than the adjacent Area A building in the Y.A.F. 'Amara, and was
last plastered in 1932 or 1933, which is also feasibly when it was built.

7.5

AREA E

Figure 44: Area E.

7.5.1

Area E General Description

7.5.1.1. In 2009 Area E consisted of a long 'amara of relatively recent breeze-block construction wit h a well
preserved and relatively recently built traditional roof (the Doy 'Amara). A main warehouse hall with 4 rows
of concret e pillars ran east-west, leading to a complex of 5 rooms of traditional construction at the eastern
end, arranged around a corridor which formerly led onto the street ( Tujjar A venue). A small square tower
was built ont o the roof of the northeastern corner of the main hall, inaccessible from the 'amara.
7.5.1.2. The eastern complex was older in dat e, was partially collapsed, and had older roofing, in places at a
lower level than the mai n hall.
7.5.1.3. On the north side of t he corridor in the eastern complex there were two well preserved rooms (E1,
E2), with a further partially enclosed room (E3), bordered by pillars on its west side. On the south side of
the corridor, one room (E4) had been refitted with a modern floor, toilet and electricity, and had recently
had a door opening onto the street. Room E 5 was inaccessible, while E 6 was in a state of collapse and too
dangerous to ent er. The main hall was given the room code E 7.
7.5.1.4. To the west of the main warehouse hall, the 'amara opened onto a walled but unroofed area to t he
west (empty of features and omitted from plan), which in turn opened int o the southern part of Area F.
7.5.1.5. The 1958 photo, and a sketch made by Yarwood in the early 1970s, showed a dif ferent construction
in the area, consisting of a large squarish columned warehouse with offices or rooms at the eastern end.
By the time of the 1976 phot o, this had been replaced by the current long breeze -block 'amara, but it
seems likely that the survivi ng complex of traditional architecture at the eastern end preserved some of the
original construction.
7.5.1.6. A total of six test pits were dug in the 2009 season, to the centre and to the east of Area E, with the
intention of locating archaeological remains near the street front.

7.5.2

Test Pit E4

7.5.2.1. This test pit (not depicted) was located to the south and towards the centre of Area E. It was square in
shape, and it measured 3.14 x 2.85m. It was dug to a dept h of 1. 0m.
7.5.2.2. The earliest deposit found within Test Pit 4 was a thick layer of c oral stones fragments within a matrix
of sand (3004). These measured between 0.2 x 0.2m to 0.4 x 0.4m, and were used t o reclaim land within
this area. Cutting through it was the foundation cut (3002 for a column. Housed by it was the base for a
column (5122 was given as a generic number for all the standing columns with this area), one of the many
columns within this area. Filling 3002 was a compact, brown grey silt with frequent small to medium size
stones (3003).
7.5.2.3. This was overlain by a friable, light grey sandy silt with frequent medium size stones (3500). Sealing
the test pit was a layer of compact, brown silt sand (3000).

7.5.3

Test Pit E5

7.5.3.1. Test Pit E5 was located to the north and towards the centre of Area E. It was square in shape, it
measured 3. 28 x 4.16m and it was dug to a depth of 1.0m.
7.5.3.2. As in Test Pit E4, the earliest deposit found within Test Pit E5 was a thick layer of coral stones within
a matrix of sand (3019). This deposit was seen across this area and represents boulder reclamation (fig.
45).

Figure 45: Te st Pit E5, looking east, showing boulder reclamation (Context 3019), partially removed on
the right hand (southern) side.
7.5.3.3. Above 3109 was a thin layer of friable, light grey sandy silt (3018), a levelling floor after reclamation.
This was followed by a friable, dark brown silt with occasional charcoal flecks (3015), a made up ground, or
most likely, remains of a floor. Above it was a friable, light grey sandy silt wi th frequent medium size stones
(3017). This was overlain by a friable, brownish grey silt mixed with sand (3016). The test pit was sealed
by a compact, brown silty sand (3000).
7.5.3.4. Cutting t hrough 3000 was a semicircular in plan cut (3014), with gentle break of slope, concave sides
and flattish base. This was possibly intended to support a wooden post or structure. Filling 3014 was a
loose, sandy mortar (3013) containing a worked rectangular stone. The stone was potentially a footing to
support a wooden structure above.

7.5.4

Test Pit E6

7.5.4.1. Test Pit E6 was located to the south-west of Area E. It measured 3.18 x 2.85m and it was dug to a
depth of 1.0m.
7.5.4.2. The earliest deposit found within this test pit was a layer of coral stones within a matrix of sand
(3012), in the western and central part of the test pit. This marks the edge of the boulder reclamation line.
7.5.4.3. The boulder reclamation was overlain by a firm, brownish grey mortary gravel (3011), the earliest floor
within this test pit. Overlain by it was a loose, dark grey to black charcoal (3010), most likely the remains of
a fire within the area. Above it was a compact, light brown to grey silty sand (3009).

Figure 46: Test Pit E6, looking south, showing boulder reclamation on the ri ght hand (western) side.
7.5.4.4. Cutting through 3009 were the construction cuts (3006 and 3008) for two columns (5122). Filling 3006
and 3008 was a compact, brown grey silt with frequent small to medium size stones (3005 and 3008
respectively).
7.5.4.5. Sealing the test pit was a layer of compact, brown silty sand (3000).

7.5.5

Test Pit E7

Figure 47: Te st Pit E7, looking Ea st, showing Wall 3126 with rebuild 3059 (below burnt layer) cut
through by pits/posthole s.

Figure 48: Section 3005, Test Pit E7.
7.5.5.1. Test Pit E7 was located in the sout h-east corner of Area E. It was square in shape, it measured 3.18 x
2.85m and it was dug to a depth of 0.90m.
7.5.5.2. A very solid and well constructed wall (3126) was the earliest structure found wit hin this trench. Wall
3126 was aligned north to south; it was made of faced stones bonded with a strong lime mortar and with a
brown orangey render (fig. 47). Excavation could not progress below the bas e of the this structure because
of the water table.
7.5.5.3. Sitting directly above it was a north-s outh aligned stone wall (3059=3129). This was most likely a
second phase of the previous wall 3126, although it was of a slightly lower quality. Wall 3059 was
truncated to the south by an unknown cut (3060, see below). Abo ve it was a compact, light brown silt
(3055=3056). This was most likely a floor within this area.
7.5.5.4. Cutting through 3055-6, and also cutting through Walls 3059=3129 and 3126 was a posthole (3058).
This measured wide by 0.20 x 0.40m deep. This was filled by the layer directly above, a loose, black
charcoal and ashes (3029=3057). Possibly the remains of a fire event within this area.
7.5.5.5. To the s outh, and also cutting through 3055-6 was another potential posthole (3125), this was also
filled by the layer above (3029-3057). However, this was truncated to the south by a modern construction
cut for a pillar/column (see below).
7.5.5.6. Only seen in the east section, and above 3029=3057 was a t hin, friable, orangey brown silt (3053 -4).
This flattened layer was another floor within this area. This was overlain by another layer of charcoal and
ashes (3031=3051=3052). Most likely the remains of a fire event. Overlain by it was a flat, light brown silt
(3030=3049=3050), another floor within the area. Directly above it were the remai ns of anot her fire event,
a black layer of charcoal and ashes (3028= 3047=3048). This contained a sherd of pottery dating to the
19th or early 20th century (Ali Ware).
7.5.5.7. Another floor level (3028=3043=3044) was found directly above 3029= 3047=3048. As the earl ier one,
this was also made of compacted and flattened brown silt. Cutting through it was a posthole (3045). This
measured 0. 28 x 0.20m. Filling it was a light brown silt with occasional fine gravel (3046). Posthole 3045
was positioned directly above Posthole 3058.
7.5.5.8. In addition, cutting through 3043 -4, to north and south were the foundation cuts (3062 and 3060), for
modern pillars. These were filled with a compact, brown grey silt with frequent small to medium size stones
(3063 and 3061 respectively).

7.5.5.9. The trench was sealed by a layer of compact, brown silty sand (3000).

7.5.6

Test Pit E8

Figure 49: Section 3007, Test Pit E8.
7.5.6.1. This test pit was located to the east of A rea E, bet ween Test Pits E7 and E9. It was square in shape,
and it measured 3.28 x 2.87m. It was dug to a depth of 0.90m.
7.5.6.2. The earliest deposit found within t his test pit and to the north was a compact, dark grey silt (3091). To
the south of t he trench, the earliest deposit was a compact, greyish brown sandy silt with frequent large
stones (3078=3092). These two layers resemble levelling deposits and were probably part of the same
event. They may represent a form of land reclamation (samāda – see below, Section 10. 2). 3078
contained 5 sherds of pottery of the 19t h or early 20th century (Ali Ware), including the top of a small water
jar and a large knob lid.
7.5.6.3. Above 3091-2 was a friable, dark grey sandy silt (3090). Another levelling or made up ground. This
was overlain by a light grey sandy silt (3089), also a made up ground. Both 3089 and 2090 sloped steeply
towards the north, due to a large ditch or pit in the area.
7.5.6.4. Overlying 3089 was a loose, black charcoal and ashes (3088). This was overlain by a friable, grey
sandy silt (3087). This was also a levelling deposit and it too slop ed t o the north due t o a large cut in that
area. Above it and to the south was a small layer of dark grey -black silty charcoal (3086). Sitting directly
above it was a floor (3085) made of compacted and flattened brown silt.
7.5.6.5. Cutting through Floor 3085 was a large concave cut or slump line (3095). Its true nature is unclear as
it was seen only in section. It had a sharp break of slope, concave sides and unknown base, due to limit of
excavation.
7.5.6.6. Apparently wit hin "Cut" 3095 was a large amount of medium size s tone blocks within a loose silt
matrix (3102); this may actually be a levelling horizon or dump of stones for land reclamation processes,
probably being the same as or equivalent to 3078=3092 at the other end of the trench. A bove it was a
friable, dark brown silt mixed with ashes (3101). This layer resembled a floor levelling. This was overlain by
a loose, black mix of charcoal and ashes (3100). Sitting on top of 3100 was a friable to compact, white lime
layer resembling a floor (3099). The apparent presenc e of a floor within " Cut" 3095 suggests that the
disruption of the horiz ontal stratigraphy in this area was due to slumping in the underlying reclamation
layer, rather than the presence of a true pit or ditch.

7.5.6.7. Still within "Cut" 3095 and covering 3099 was another layer of loose, black charcoal and ashes mix
(3098). This was overlain by another silt lime compacted floor (3097). Finally, the latest deposit within cut
3095 was a friable, mix of black charcoal and ashes (3096), anot her fire event within this area.
7.5.6.8. Cutting through 3096 to the north and 3085 to the south were the construction cuts (3103 and 3093)
for two columns (5122). Filling 3103 and 3093 was a compact, brown grey silt with frequent small to
medium size stones (3104 and 3094 respectively).
7.5.6.9. Sealing the test pit was a layer of compact, brown silty sand (3000).

7.5.7

Test Pit E9

7.5.7.1. Test Pit E9 was located in the north east corner of Area E (not depicted) . It was square in shape,
measured 3. 34 x 2.88m and it was dug to a depth of 0.90m.
7.5.7.2. The earliest deposit found wit hin this test pit was a layer of compact, brown grey silt (3113= 3120).
This was a floor or made up ground. Above it was a loose, light brown sand (3112), most likely a levelling
deposit for the above floor. This was overlain by a compact and flattened, brown silt (3111=3119), another
floor wit hin the area. Directly above it was a compact, brown silt with occasional charcoal flecks
(3110=3118), most likely a levelling deposit.
7.5.7.3. A loose, black charcoal and ashes (3109=3118) was directly above (3110=3118). This was most likely
the remains of a fire event within this area. This was overlain by a friable, light brown silty sand
(3108=3116).
7.5.7.4. Cutting t hrough the above deposit was a large cut (3121). This had a sharp break of slope o n top,
stepped to vertical side and unknown base. The real extension and nature of this cut are unknown, as it
extended beyond the limit of the excavation; it was most likely a large pit or a ditch within this area. Filling
3121 was a compact, greyish brown sandy silt with frequent large stones (3122).
7.5.7.5. Overlain by it was a compact, dark brown sandy silt (3107=3115), this flattened layer was another
floor within the area. Above it was a compact, white lime (3106=3114), most likely another floor, or repair
works to the previous surface. This was overlain by compact, light brown silty sand (3105), the latest floor
level within the area.
7.5.7.6. The test pit was sealed by a layer of compact, brown silty sand (3000).

7.5.8

Area E Finds and Interpretation

7.5.8.1. The Area E t est pits reveal something of the land reclamation proc ess in the area, as well as
subsequent activities, but it is difficult to reconcile the sequence with that suggested by the aerial
photographic record. In the western test pits (E4 and E 5), a layer of large coral-stones at the base of the
sequence is a clear indicator of boulder reclamation. Above this layer was a probable floor ( Test Pit 5,
context 3015), and a cut, perhaps a large post hole.
7.5.8.2. In the nearest test pit to the east, Test Pit E6, the basal layer of coral-stones showed along its
western edge, indicating that the edge of t he major boulder reclamation (visible in Test Pits 4 and E5, and
in the Y.A.F. 'Amara), ran north-south through Test Pit E6 and then somewhere between Test Pits E5
(whic h showed boulder reclamation) and E 9 (which did not ). There were, however, layers of stones and
sand visible at the bottom of Test Pit E8 (3102, 3078=3092). This did not resemble the usual coral-stone
reclamation, but may also be the result of a deliberate reclamation process. It contained some 19th or early
20th century pottery (in 3078), indic ating that it was not an underlying nat ural deposit.
7.5.8.3. Probable floors overlay the base of t he sequences east of t he coral -stone reclamation line, and t hese
in turn were covered by thick layers of burnt material. It was apparent in several of the test pits that
extensive burnt levels were c overed by plaster layers, as if alternating layers of burning and floor-laying or
plaster use had taken place. This is difficult to interpret, b ut it is possible that some kind of manufacturing
process had taken place in the area, involving burning and the use of plaster (e.g. the preparation of lime
mixtures in an open area for the treating of the submerged part of boat hulls). An alternative explanation

might be that easily burnt structures (e. g. barasti huts) with plaster floors were repeatedly built and burned
down in the area. The presence of post holes cut down from and through the burnt and plaster layers might
support this interpretation.
7.5.8.4. One of the disappointing aspects of the excavations in Area E was that it was not possible to identify
remains of the columned building seen in Yarwood's sketch and the 1958 photograph. Some or all of the
plaster floors (if that is their c orrect interpretation) and the post holes may have related to it. Yarwood's
sketch suggests that there was no internal walling, just columns, and it is possible that any s urviving
column bases and their cuts were missed by the trenches, or reused in the mid 1970s for the current
concrete pillars. Additionally, some of the excavated cuts may have been post -holes related to the columns
of the older building.
7.5.8.5. It is not possible to say whether the alternating sequence of burnt and plaster layers related to the use
of the columned building as it stood between 1958 and the early 1970s, or whether they relate to an earlier
occupation on the foreshore.
7.5.8.6. The subsequent excavation in 2010 (see separate report) showed that wall 3126, only visible running
along the eastern edge of Test Pit E7 in 2009, extended in a long line running north-south, right across the
breadth of the current building. It is considered that this was a samāda wall, i.e. a wall built parallel to the
shoreline, behind which rubbish and rubble was dumped to reclaim l and (Section 10. 2). The area between
this wall and the start of the boulder reclamation should almost certainly also be considered as reclaimed
land, consolidated before the boulder reclamation, but wit hout there being an obvious samāda wall on its
seaward side.

7.6

AREA F

Figure 50: Area F.

7.6.1

Area F General Description

7.6.1.1. Area F was an open area in 2009, but the 1958 photo reveals that it formerly contained a large pier or
jetty, the same breadth as the western fac ade of the 'amara (ca. 26m), and extending a similar distance or
slightly further out to sea. By the 1970s and 1980s, the sea on either side of the pier had been reclaimed,
and a collection of roofed buildings filled the area directly in front of the Y.A.F. 'Amara. These h ad
completely disappeared by 2009. It is likely they consisted of breeze -block sheds, workshops and storage
areas. A large trench (Test Pit F1) was placed within this area with the objective of locating the remains of
the pier.

7.6.2

Test Pit F1

7.6.2.1. Test Pit F1 was located to the nort h of Area F. It was square in shape, and it measured 5.68 x 6.41m.
It was dug to a depth of 0.70m.
7.6.2.2. The earliest deposit found within Test Pit F1 was a thick layer of coral stones fragments within a
matrix of sand (4001). Thes e meas ured roughly 0.2 x 0.3m to 0.4 x 0.6m, and were part of the deposits
used to reclaim land within this area.
7.6.2.3. This was overlain by a thick layer of firm, mid to dark brown s andy silt (4000), this was the t opsoil
within Area F.

7.6.3

Area F Interpretation

7.6.3.1. The deposits over the reclamation stones in Test Pit F1 contained no clues as to the activities that
had taken plac e there. No remains of the pier were found, suggesting its structural material was dug out
and re-us ed during reclamation, or t hat the reclamation material was identical to that of the pier
construction.
7.6.3.2. Nothing was left of the buildings which filled much of t he area in t he 1970s and 1980s, except for t wo
stumps of walls, built of concrete blocks, protruded from the western wall of the 'amara,

8 STANDING BUILDINGS
8.1

Materials and techniques

8.1.1. The architectural sequence of each area has been largely described in t he excavation reports above,
so only summaries will be given here. The main purpose of this section is to give a more detailed account
of the structures themselves.
8.1.2. There were two different architectural approaches which used different materials and techniques, best
termed traditional and modern, and a third c ategory consisting of a hybrid of the two. The oldest parts are
those made of traditional local mat erials.
8.1.3.

Traditional











building materials included:
limestone, unshaped or very roughly worked;
"coral stone" (coarse limestone or fossil reef), unshaped;
an additional type of stone, sometimes described by the excavators as "sandstone",
perhaps oolitic limestone;
farush, referring to thin slabs of limestone, levered from the seabed, described as "sea
bed stones 3" thick" (Yarwood 2005: 40; Kazerooni nd.: 67-8, fig. 125, fig. 128);
lime and sand for the mortar;
mixed lime, gypsum and sand plaster for the render;
palm tree trunks;
mangroves poles;
bamboo, cut into strips;
palm leaves and palm-leaf matting.

8.1.4. Two basic building techniques were used in traditional Gulf arc hitecture, both evident at the Y.A.F and
A.R.M. 'Amarat. The first involved the building of solid walling, usually with a double-skinned coral-stone

wall cemented with mud-lime mortar, rendered with lime-gy psum plaster and strengthened at intervals with
horizontal tie-beams. Hawker refers to this as "Arab masonry" (Hawker 2010: 48-9).
8.1.5. The second, termed "Persian masonry" by Hawker, entailed the building of solid masonry piers which
were joined with non-load-bearing infill panels; in the words of Yarwood "structure evolves from a solid wall
to a frame" (Hawker 2010: 51; Yarwood 2005: 49-50). Both Hawker and Yarwood consider that this
technique became more common during the early 20t h century A D due to influence and immigration from
the Persian shores (Hawker 2010: 83-4, 139-40, 152 Yarwood 2005: 50).
8.1.6. Most of the walls preserved some render, but this had largely flaked off, resulting on mostly bare
stones structures. The render (plaster, known generically as juss, which also seems to be a specific term
for gypsum ) was visibly different from the mortar used to bind the stones. According Kazerooni, walls were
rendered with a mixture of lime (nura) and gypsum (juss) (Kazerooni n. d.: 72). Hawker and Yarwood refer
to three kinds of plaster, the first, tetrees, being simply of mud and used to fill the gaps in the rough surface
of the wall; the second, misaih, being mud mix ed with gypsum and used to smooth the surface, and the
third, tabidh, used to provide a smoother surface suitable for decoration (Hawker 2010: 90; Yarwood 2005:
42). In Bahrain, the gypsum was obtained from around the island of Umm Na'asan (Hawker 2010: 138).
8.1.7. Palm tree trunks, halved or quartered lengthwis e, were embedded horizontally in the walling as tiebeams for structural reinforcement (Yarwood 2005: 40-1, figs. 3.2a-b; see also Hawker 2010: 87, fig. 20).
Mangrove poles were also sometimes used in this way, and were als o employed to tie in columns. They
were also were also integral to the roofing (see below).

Figure 51: Section of walling (Wall 5026, Area A, facing north and featuring Room s A1N and A2N),
showing date palm trunks and mangrove poles used to strengthen walling and tie in cross -walls.

Figure 52: Section of Walling (Wall 5042, Area C, facing South) showing niche s. The outline of
individual farush slabs can be seen in places.
8.1.8. The roofs were made of mangrove poles, ca. 20-40 cm apart, crossed by split bamboo, covered by
palm-leaf mats. Above this was a layer of gravel and stones cons olidated with plaster, around 20cm thick
or more. The mangrove poles were known as danc hal, or sometimes chandal, with the bamboo being
either hazeer or basjeel, while the palm matting was k nown as mank hur (Y arwood 2005: 40; Kazerooni
n.d.: 67-8, fig. 125).
8.1.9.

The newer parts were those made of mat erials probably imported aft er the 1950's, including:
 modern cement;
 concrete blocks;
 steel-reinforc ed concrete.

8.1.10. The concrete blocks have different sizes depending on the structures, suggesting that they were not
all contemporary, or that there was unstandardis ed local production, or that they were bought or
scavenged in small quantities in an ad hoc fas hion.

8.2

Area-by-Area Descriptions

8.2.1. This section describes the chief architectural features of each Area. For general Area descriptions
and det ails of excavated feat ures, including buried walling and the madbasat, please refer to S ection 7.
The plans will be reproduced here, for eas e of reference.

8.2.1

Area A

Figure 53: Area A plan.
8.2.1.1. Only the walls enclosing the area to the north and west were preserved. They we re solid walls from
the ground level to the top, originally standing up to 6m, 0.80m thick, without windows, niches or
doorways. The middle part of 5026 was partially collapsed, while 5028 and 5090 had collaps ed down to
2m or less.

8.2.1.2. The southern boundary with Area E was wall 5050, a modern wall of the Doy 'Amara made of
concrete blocks. There were no remains of any access or doorways to join these two areas.
8.2.1.3. There were no columns found to support a roof, but the internal layout of walls and rooms was
ascertained t hrough the excavation of the collapsed structures. Contrary to the sketch plan provided by
Yarwood (2005: 180, fig. 7c) no traces of a row of pillars was found down the central ally. Either t hese
pillars consisted simply of wooden poles resting directly on the plaster floor of the ally, which have since
been removed or disappeared completely, or Yarwood was mistaken.
8.2.1.4. Area A repres ents the first phas e that we preserve from the original 'amara. The gap bet ween Walls
5003 and 5004 was probably the western gate of the complex for a while.
8.2.1.5. The solid walling technique in A rea A belongs to the older "Arab" style, while later extensions of the
'amara show niches characteristic of the later "Persian" style, introduced around the turn of the century.

8.2.2

Area B

Figure 54: Area B plan showing location of Elevations.

8.2.2.1. Area B was the first big extension to the Y.A.F. 'Amara. The western walls of Area B were at some
point the frontal façade of the 'amara. In the eastern part, Walls 5091 and 5029 clearly abut the western
walls of A rea A (5003, 5004).
8.2.2.2. The materials used in wall construction were the same as for Area A, namely coral -stone bonded by
lime plaster with gypsum plaster render, with horizontal palm trunks at intervals.
8.2.2.3. Niches were employ ed in the walling of Area B, however, indicating a later style of architecture.
8.2.2.4. The better preserved columns in the central colonnade measured 5.5m in height, and 0.50 x 0.50m
on each side. Those of the cent ral colonnade had mangrove poles protruding at ca. 1.75 and 2.5m above
ground level, and at the top, in order to tie them securely together (figs. 55-6). A section of roofing survived
in the southwest corner, above Room B4S support ed by three columns.

Figure 55: Elevation B1, showing Area B Colonnade, looking north.
8.2.2.5. The central two rows of columns, were aligned along the same axis as the alley that ran down Area A,
and flanked a continuation of the alley. Some still had long mangrove poles running bet ween them at the
top on the longitudinal axis (east-west), as if to brace roofing (fig. 56). The aerial photograph of 1958
suggests that there had once been a thicker beam running c ross -wise across the alley at the west end to
brace roofing, and that there was a light palm frond roof over the alley.

Figure 56: Central colonnade in Area B, looking west.
8.2.2.6. The surviving walls on the south side had a solid and robust lower half and niches on the upper half
(fig. 57). These niches may have doubled as windows during certain seasons : farush slabs (thin flat slabs
of beachrock) were used to block niches but could be removed to let in light or air if required.
8.2.2.7. The niched upper part of the walling in Area B Sout h had been added, or more likely rebuilt, at a lat er
date than the lower solid parts.
8.2.2.8. Niched walling also survived on the western side of A rea B nort h, with a blocked entrance into A rea C
(fig. 58).

Figure 57: Southeast corner of Area B prior to excavation, looking south, towards Room s B1S and
B2S. The inner face of the section of walling on the right appears to been removed, after which the
infill panels there were renewed.

Figure 58: Western wall of Area B North, looking southwest (wall 5032), showing blocked doorway.

8.2.2.9. At the east end of Area B, t he remains of the jambs of a wide doorway were evident bet ween t he
western corners of Rooms B1N and B1S, indicating that one had t o pass through a gate and then a room
or hallway when passing from Area B to Area A (figs. 59-60).

Figure 59: Elevation B2, showing the four columns compri sing wall 1528 with fragmentary infill and
jamb, looking east.

Figure 60: Door jamb at east end of Area B, looking north towards Room B1N.

8.2.3

Area C

Figure 61: Area C plan, with location of Elevation.
8.2.3.1. Area C was trapezium-shaped, and accessible from the east and west through gates aligned with t he
alley along the cent ral axis of the 'amara. The open areas were completely covered by a concrete floor,
thought to date to the 1970s.
8.2.3.2. Apart from the impressive seaward-facing main gate in the western facade (figs. 64-66), there is also
a smaller doorway to the north of the main gate, which had been remodelled since 1958.

8.2.3.3. The walls are well preserved to their full height except the sout h half of the western wall (5005). The
walls have the same niches seen in Area B, and have the same construction (e. g. fig. 62).
8.2.3.4. There is a row of 6 columns running east-west parallel to the sout h wall. The aerial phot ograph (1958)
shows that these supported a roof along the southern edge of the area.

Figure 62: southern wall (5042) of Area C (looking southea st).
8.2.3.5. There is a group of 15 columns (5 rows of 3) in the northern half. As not ed above, these were
partially incorporated into a well-preserved room complex in t he northwest corner, accessible through one
of the smaller doorways in the frontal (western) facade, and with a largely surviving solid roof. This room
complex was extended or rebuilt by means of walls built with modern concrete blocks (Fig. 63).

Figure 63: Area C, looking North, showing stable block which incorporate s older columns and
concrete block architecture.
8.2.3.6. The same rows of columns supported a disintegrating roof in the northeastern corner of Area C, which
had once had a separat e door into Area B (since closed with concret e blocks)
8.2.3.7. The gateway also supported the remains of a roof. It had arched panels or fan windows over t he
gates in 1958, but by the time of excavation these had been replaced by rectangular wi ndows (fig. 64-6).
Its traditional construction had been strengthened with cement. The sout hern side of the gateway was in
poor repair when excavation began. After partial collaps e, the remains of t he southern side were
demolished for safety reasons, which also removed the remains of the roofing.

Figure 64: Gateway in the western facade prior to its collapse.
8.2.3.8. A smaller more recent (1970s?) structure stood in the southeast corner, to housing a toilet and a sink.
8.2.3.9. Area C is the second big extension we can identify on the 'amara. The complex stretched towards the
west as they reclaimed more land from the sea. W all 5030 clearly abuts 5032.
8.2.3.10.
Unlike Area B, there is no indication that the upper niched part of the walling was built in a
later phase. As a working hypothesis one might surmise that Area C was added at the same time that the
upper parts of Area B were rebuilt with niches.
8.2.3.11.
The main western frontage of the building presented an impressive facade to t he 'amara in
the final phase of its traditional usage, probably in the 1940s or 50s, prior to the closure or partial closure of
the eastern end (fig.[]). It would have stood out as a particularly impressive example of its kind, as seen in
the 1958 photograph. Boats would have docked at the quay in front of the building, both for repairs and
preparations for pearling and trading activities, and to unload or load dates and other goods.

Figure 65: Elevation C1, showing western facade of the Y.A.F. 'Amara.

Figure 66: Surviving facade of the Y.A.F. 'Amara, looking e ast.

8.2.4

Area D

Figure 67: Area D plan, showing location of Elevations D1 and D2.

8.2.4.1. The walling and roofing of Area D were well preserved. The construction techniques are the same as
found in A reas A-C, with the difference that the roofing on the north side was raised to a higher level (see
below). A stair was present leading to a now inaccessible second storey and then roof level (fig. 75).
8.2.4.2. The walls in the rooms showed small niches at a high level. Those on the north side (Rooms D5, D6)
had more and more prominent niches than those on the south side (Rooms D1 -3) (fig. 68 cf. fig. 69).

Figure 68: Ea stern wall of Room D6 (wall 5059), showing niches and blocked doorway into D5.

Figure 69: Ea stern wall of Room D3 (wall 5043), showing small niches.
8.2.4.3. At the eastern end of the complex, Rooms D2-D3 in the sout heast row of offices and stores (wall
complex 5043) and Room D6 in the northeast row (wall complex 5059), appear to be the oldest structures.
Their lines and angles are not perfectly straight. Moreover, if the extent of niches is any indication, Rooms
D2-3 are older than the room on the opposite northern side of the alley (D6), implying t hat there was a
rebuild of the northern side of the 'amara at some stage.
8.2.4.4. Wall complexes 5058 and 5060 (comprising the eastern frontage of the 'amara facing Tujjar A venue,
and the rooms backing this frontage, i.e. D1 and D5) have straighter angles and horizontal lines and they
seem to have been built or renewed more recently. They are all well -preserved, includi ng the ceiling and
the plaster on the walls.

Figure 70: Elevation D1, showing Room s D5 and D6, facing north.

Figure 71: Elevation D2, showing gateway onto Tujjar Avenue.

Figure 72: Corridor or Alley in Area D, looking east to the gate onto Tujjar Avenue.
8.2.4.5. Wall 5090, the wall dividing the A.R.F. 'Amara (A rea D) from the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Area A), is earlier
than and abutted by 5043 and 5058. We t herefore know that A rea D was built later t han A, but we do not
know from the arc haeology what the relationship is with Areas B, C and E. Wall 5090, originally part of the
Y.A.F. 'Amara (Area A) has now largely collapsed, while the Area D walls which abut are still sturdy and
stand to full height (fig. 73).
8.2.4.6. Architecturally speaking, however, it appears that the oldest extant part of Area D (Rooms D2-D3) is
older than Areas B -C, as it adheres more closely to the older solid form of architecture, as oppos ed to the
th
th
frame or niche tradition, which was imported into the region in the late 19 or early 20 century, and which
characterises Areas B and C.
8.2.5. Given that the older style of architecture is prevalent in Room D3, it is almost certain that the date of
1932/1933, incised into the wet plaster (S ection 7.4.3), represents a replastering event rather than the
original build. It is possible that it was replastered at the sam e time that other more recent parts were
constructed or more thoroughly reconstructed (e.g. Rooms D1 and D5, perhaps also D6, and the clerestory
roofing and stairs).

Figure 73: Area D, as seen from Area A, looking ea st. The two areas did not adjoin, but the separating
wall has largely collapsed.
8.2.5.1. The roofing over the corridor appears to be later than the structures on which it rests, as it rests on
piers or wall extensions which were built at a more recent date to raise the level of the walling. This forms a
higher level of roofing which Y arwood refers to as a "clerestory level" (Yarwood 2005: 194-5, fig. 7. 8d).
Toget her with the fact that the stairway 5125 leading to the roof level is later as well, abutting the structures
it touches, these features reveal that the higher roofing and associated elements were a late addition to the
complex, though they or something similar appear t o have been in place in Y arwood's day . It cannot be
established whether the c omplex was wholly or partially covered by a lower roof at an earlier date. It is
even possible that the clerestory roofing was an original feature, which has been replaced.
8.2.5.2. There is a discrepancy with Y arwoo d's sketch of the complex. In the southeastern part of t he
complex, investigations revealed four enclosed roofed spaces, two of which were double in size (D2 and
D5). If the whole row were divided into spaces of equal size, with the double ones counting as two, there
would be six spaces. Yarwood's sketch, however, appears to show seven spaces of equal size, with the
one at the Tujjar A venue end divided into two small stores fronting the street (Yarwood 2005: 194, fig.
7.8a). Unless Yarwood's sketch is wrong, there may have been rebuilding at the eastern end; this is
supported by the fact that the construction of D2 -3 appears to be older than D1. All the rooms here
available for investigation (D2-D4) were of one storey, with high ceilings.
8.2.5.3. On the opposite side of the alley, i.e. the northeastern quart er, it was possible to gain access to
Rooms D5 and D6. These large rooms were of one storey and had high ceilings. They had double niches
in their upper parts (fig. 68) As on the other side of t he alley, a room seems to be missing at the eastern
end compared to Yarwood, implying that there may have been a late rebuild in the late 1970s or 1980s.
8.2.5.4. The central and western parts on the sout hern side effectively consisted only of alley way filled with
rubble from the collapsed roofing and old coffee shop. A series of 4 rooms or enclosed spaces shown by
Yarwood at the western end were inaccessible because of the positioning of the modern coffee shop , and
not included in the study.
8.2.5.5. The central part of the northern side, just to the west of the stairs, was blocked off by a very recent
concrete block construction (wall complex 5123). Y arwood's sketch showed that this area had two storeys,
and the roof currently survives to a high level above the top of the concrete block construction. This area
formerly had a large gate onto the market street running North-South (Road 1551) (Yarwood 2005: 195,
fig. 7.8c). The stalls are still active but it is no longer possible to access them from the A.R.F. 'Amara.

8.2.5.6. The westernmost corner of A rea D comprised a pillared area filled with collapse from the old coffee
shop; as noted above (S ection 7.4.3), on of the pillars bore tally marks left by the original owner of the
coffee shop.

Figure 74: Corridor or Alley in Area D, looking we st towards the Coffee Shop (concrete block building
with air-conditioner in far distance), with separate concrete block building in middle distance (5123).
8.2.5.7. The stairs were constructed by with long parallel mangrove poles, upon whic h medium -sized
irregularly shaped stones were laid, overlain by steps fashioned from stones and plaster. The bottom flight
led up to a small landing which stood on single column, and the seco nd flight led up to roof level.
8.2.5.8. A small madbasa was built in the lower stairwell around the column. This was the personal madbasa
of Ali Ras hed Fakhro, according to the current coffee shop owner, Abdullah Khalifa.

Figure 75: Stairwell and private madbasa in Area D.

8.2.5

Area E

Figure 76: Area E plan.

8.2.6.1. The largest archit ectural element in Area E, an elongated warehouse structure, was presumably built
some time in the mid 1970s. It does not appear in Yarwood's sketch (published in 1976, but pres umably
made at an earlier date) but is present in the 1976 aerial phot ograph.
8.2.6.2. The main warehouse space consists of 4 rows of 15 concrete columns each, tied in wit h wooden
beams in the traditional fashion, plus two curtain walls made of concret e blocks all running east-west.
8.2.6.3. The roofing is of traditional construction, being made of mangrove poles and reed-mats beneath a
solid heavy layer of gravel and plaster. It has three gaps in the ceiling to provide light and ventilation.

Figure 77: Interior of Room E7, Area E.
8.2.6.4. The older part, at the east end, is built from built from traditional materials (coral stone and plaster). It
comprises two different blocks of rooms separated by a corridor. The walls of this section are mostly well
preserved except the southwestern part and the partition walls of 5048, which collapsed or are close to
collapsing. None of the walls has niches.

Figure 78: Partially collapsed room s of traditional construction at eastern end of Area E.

8.2.6

Discussion: Architectural Evolution at the Development Site

8.2.7.1. The developmental observations made by Y arwood, and repeated by Hawker, were born out, i.e. that
a tradition of solid walling ("A rab" style) was replaced by one of infilled piers or columns ("Persian" style).
This can be seen in the progression from t he solid walling of Area A, which can be demonstrated
archaeologically to contain the oldest standing arc hitecture, to the niched archit ecture of Areas B and C.
8.2.7.2. The structures of Area D contained some elements whose architecture suggests they wer e close to
Area A in date (Rooms D2 and D3), wit h largely solid walling and only a passing attempt to incorporate
niches. Stratigraphically speaking, these rooms are later than Area A, while architecturally they would
appear to be earlier than Areas B-C and the other rooms of Area D complex. The date of 1932/1933 in the
plaster of Room D3 probably refers to a replastering event rather than the original build.
8.2.8. As well as the transition from solid to niched architecture, assumed to have occurred at the site during
th
th
the late 19 and early 20 century, the transition between traditional and modern architecture is
documented at the site, particularly in Areas C and E, where modifications of traditional structures using
modern mat erials, and hybrid original builds, can be seen.
8.2.8.1. In Area C, concrete blocks were used as infill panels between older piers of traditional construction,
and c ement was used to render part of the crumbling gateway in Area C (fig. 79, bottom left). Conc rete
blocks were also used to build or rebuild walling between older walls and columns in part of the same
complex (fig. 79, top left)
8.2.8.2. In A rea E (Doy Amara) concrete blocks were employed to brace an older column (fig. 79, right). In
general, the Doy 'Amara (built in the mid-late 1970s) is a remarkable example of hybrid architecture,

consisting of a columned warehouse space constructed according to a t raditional plan and with traditional
roofing (Area E, Room E7), but built with concrete columns and concrete block walling, joined on to a much
older traditional complex, itself with modern elements and fittings. The decision to ret ain traditional roofing
was probably made because of its superior heat insulation properties.

Figure 79: Hybrid architecture. Top left: Area C, looking north; bottom left: structure adjoining
gateway of Area C after its collapse; right: column in Area E at edge of Room E3.

9 FINDS AND DATING
9.1

General comments on the finds

9.1.1. Most individual finds have already been mentioned above with reference to each Area or Room. A
synthesis and images will be presented here.
9.1.2. Most of the finds consisted of
 pottery, which mainly dated to the period prior to the construction of the extant buildings;



various collections and isolated examples of hardware and c onsumer goods which were sold from or used
in the 'amara buildings;



economic documentation from Area D (the A.R.F 'Amara).

9.2

Pottery
9.2.1

Introduction to the pottery

9.2.1.1. Two c eramic horizons were evident, dating respectively to the mid -late 19th century AD, and t he
7th/8th c. AD (i.e. late Umayyad/early Abbasid period).
9.2.1.2. Nearly all of the pottery recovered had been redeposited in the process of land reclamation. With the
exception of the madbasa pots, the Y.A.F. 'Amara was essentially aceramic, suggesting that pottery was
not used or traded on a day -to-day basis at the warehouse. This may be largely an outcome of its function,
but it may also reflect the changing social and economic practices and the related decline of the traditional
pottery industry in the early 20th century.
9.2.1.3. The only clear in situ pottery in all excavated levels of all areas consisted of madbasa jars, relating to
the main usage of the 'amarat.
9.2.1.4. The other ceramics were almost exclusively associated with the levels excavated below the floors of
the Y.A.F. 'Amara and the Doy 'Amara, and c onsisted of mat erial of the t wo chronological horizons mixed
together. This pottery was in all likelihood were transported to the vicinity from nearby higher ground during
the dumping of mat erial for samāda land reclamation.
9.2.1.5. Possible exceptions include mat erial associated with the buildings excavated at the east end of t he
site in the Wind Tower Trench (Trench A12). Note, however, that these buildings were built on reclaimed
land, above levels which were rich in redeposited pottery, and it is not possible to discern chronological
differenc es in the assemblages taken from obvious samāda reclamation, and from the buildings.

9.2.2
9.2.2.1

The 19th century assemblage
th

General Comments on the 19 century assemblage

9.2.2.1.1.
Four broad categories of ceramics can be defined in the 19t h century assemblage, all
indicating a date in t he mid to late 19th century: 1) traditional unglazed earthenwares from Bahrain and
adjacent regions, over half of which was made up of two wares, here referred to as 'Ali Ware and Brown
Gritty Ware; 2) traditional glazed earthenwares from the Gulf region; 3) imported European semiporcelains; 4) imported porcelains from China and Japan or Europe.
9.2.2.2
9.2.2.2.1

Traditional Unglazed Earthenwares
'Ali Ware

Figure 80: 'Ali Ware.
9.2.2.2.1.1.
'Ali Ware (34% of the 2009 assemblage) is fine cream-coloured earthenware used mainly to
make small water jars (fig. 80: 1-13). Better pres erved examples seen elsewhere indicate there were three
handles on each jar, descending from the rim to the shoulder. Many were incised with combed decoration.
9.2.2.2.1.2.
Lids with knob handles were also made in 'Ali Ware (fig. 80: 14). These can resemble knob
bases, but complete examples found in 2010 at other sites show that they are lid. Traces of burning are
consistently found around their edges, indicating they were used to cover cooking pots or other cooking
devic es such as tanoors (ovens) or hearths.
9.2.2.2.1.3.
Some water-pipe jars may also have been made in 'Ali Ware (fig. 83: 1-2), but t his attribution
is less certain.
9.2.2.2.1.4.
of Bahrain.
9.2.2.2.2

It is thought that 'Ali Ware is a local product, made in the kilns of 'Ali village on the main island

Brown Gritty Ware.

Figure 81: Brown Gritty Ware.
9.2.2.2.2.1.
This type was the sec ond commonest (23% of the 2009 assemblage). It was pale brown, with
a dark brown or grey slip, and contained numerous small dark grits; it sometimes bore combed decoration.
9.2.2.2.2.2.
All the madbasa jars which were found were in this ware. Apart from some broken rims (fig.
81: 2-5), thes e jars were all set into the ground and plastered in to the madbasat, so t hey were not
removed for complete illustration. It appears that they were elongated and bi conical in shape.
9.2.2.2.2.3.

A kind of large flat-bottomed bowl or vat was frequently found in this ware (fig. 81: 1).

9.2.2.2.2.4.
Also found in this ware were much smaller vessels with handles, being possibly water-jars
(fig. 81: 6-9, 11), as well as a possible water-pipe burner (fig. 81: 10).

9.2.2.2.2.5.
the Gulf.
9.2.2.2.3

If it was not made locally this ware was likely to have been made in a neighbouring country of

Julfar Ware

Figure 82: Julfar Ware.
9.2.2.2.3.1.
Julfar Ware is well -known variety of pottery made in Ras al-K haimah and distribut ed
throughout the Gulf from the medieval period through to the 20th century AD (Kennet 2004: 70-6). Two rim
sherds were found (fig. 82), typical of the latest phase of Julfar pottery production, and dat eable to the late
19th or early 20th century AD.
9.2.2.2.4

Other earthenwares

Figure 83: necks of tobacco water-pipes, and a burner.
9.2.2.2.4.1.
A variety of less common eart henwares was found, including a fine dense bro wnish ware
associated with tobacco water pipes, which may be a variant of 'Ali Ware, but may have a separate origin.
Two necks are illustrated (fig. 83: 1-2). Also found were burners which fit into the top of the wat er pipes, in
a variety of wares (fig. 83: 3).
9.2.2.3
9.2.2.3.1

th

19 Century Glazed Earthenwares
"Manganese Purple"

Figure 84: Manganese Purple Underglaze Painted Ware.
9.2.2.3.1.1.
The only identifiable glazed ware originating from the Gulf region was a variety usually known
as "Manganese Purple" aft er the composition of the paint found beneat h its pale turquoise glaze (fig. 84).
This is sometimes said to originat e in Iran, but a manufacturing centre in southern Iraq cannot be ruled out.
9.2.2.3.1.2.
The technique goes back at least to the 15th century, but the material at the 'amarat is typical
of the period between the 18th and early 20th centuries AD.

Figure 85: Photo of porcelains and semi-porcelains.
9.2.2.4

th

19 Century European Semi -Porcelains ("Refined White Wares")

9.2.2.4.1.
Several varieties of European semi -porcelains were present, sometimes referred to by as
"Refined White Wares", with painted, sponge -painted and printed designs. Altogether, these made up 2%
of the 2009 assemblage. All are likely to date to the late 19th or early 20th c. AD.
9.2.2.4.2.
A range of painted and sponge-painted cups, bowls and dishes probably originated from
Staffordshire, UK (figs. 85-6). Glasgow was another centre for manufacture of this kind of pottery and

similar wares were also made in the Netherlands, so these origins can not be entirely ruled out for some of
the pieces

Figure 86: Painted and sponge-painted Refined White Wares.
9.2.2.4.3.
Also found were Refined White Ware dishes with t rans fer printed designs, in bl ue, purplish
red, brown, grey and green (photo fig. 85: sherd nos. 58. 1, 45). These include the classic "Willow Pattern"
dishes in blue.
9.2.2.5

th

19 Century Porcelains

9.2.2.5.1.
The majority of the porcelains recovered in 2009 were Chinese Blue and White (CBW), with
some coffee cups and saucer fragments being of probable European or perhaps Japanese manufacture.
Altogether, porcelains made up 4% of the 2009 assemblage.
9.2.2.5.2.
The Chinese Blue and White (fig. 87: 1-7) was not of especially high quality and probably
originated from the Dehua kilns (Fujian Province), though some of the better examples may have been
from the kilns of Jingdezhen (Jiangsi Province). All examples of CBW were bowls except for two small
bottle bases (fig. 87: 3-4).
9.2.2.5.3.
The coffee cups were panelled or fluted and were decorated wit h painted sprays and other
motifs (fig 87: 8-11). Paint was red, green or gold.

Figure 87: Porcelains. All Chine se Blue and White, except for the bottom row.

9.2.3
9.2.3.1

Pottery of the Early Islamic Period

General Comments on the Early Islamic assemblage

9.2.3.1.1.
Around 17% of the ceramics belonged chronologically to the Early Islamic Period (most
th
th
probably the late 7 or early 8 c. AD). These consisted of a well -known kind of Turquoise Glazed pottery,
as well as several distinctive earthenwares.
9.2.3.2

Turquoise Glaze

Figure 88: Turquoi se Glaze.

9.2.3.2.1.
This variety is considered to be a product of kilns in southern Iraq and has a long history,
running from the P arthian P eriod t hrough to around the 10th c. A D or later. Forms included large open
bowls (fig. 88: 1, 3) and medium-sized storage jars (fig. 88: 2).
9.2.3.2.2.
The 2009 assemblage lacked types which were particularly distinctive, giving a wide date
range from the late Sasanian t hrough to the A bbasid Period. The most that can be s aid on the basis of the
2009 excavations is that the absence of barbotine jars (jars with incised, and appliqué decoration beneath
the glaze) implies a dat e before the lat e 8th or 9th c. AD.
th

9.2.3.2.3.
The 2010 excavations produced some sherds which imply a late 7 /early 8th century date
(see separat e report ).
9.2.3.3

Early Islamic Earthenwares

Figure 89: Early I slamic Earthenwares
9.2.3.3.1.
A variety of earthenwares of this horizon was found, including large incised jars of a type
referred to by Kennet as Large Incised Vessels, or LISV (Kennet 2004: 58) (fig. 89: 1-2). Also found was a
gritty ware used for large jars and bowls (fig. 89: 5), and a grey brittle ware whos e fabric resembles a
variety Kennet refers to as Small Grey Vessels (SMAG) (K ennet 2004: 63). A fine cream -coloured ware
(fig. 89: 3-4), sometimes incised, is comparable to Kennet's White Ware (Kennet 2004: 57).
9.2.3.3.2.
Body sherds of several other distinctive types were found (not illustrated), including sherds of
Torpedo Jars, being a kind of amphora with a distinctive fabric and interior lining of bitumen, which was
very common in the Gulf during the lat e pre -Islamic and early Islamic periods (Kennet 2004: 63). Small

hard-fired sherds comparable to Kennet 's CLINKY were relatively common (K ennet 2004: 62). Sherds of
Indian Red Polished Ware and other burnis hed Indian cooking pot wares were also found.

9.2.4

Discussion and dating of the ceramics

9.2.4.1. The lat e historic ceramics are likely to date to the mid to late 19th century. As noted elsewhere in this
report, all are redeposited, and must relate to an earlier occupation of the town locat ed uphill and t o the
east, from where the samāda reclamation material was brought.
9.2.4.2. It is noteworthy that, apart from t he much earlier material, they do not appear to date to any period
prior to the mid 19th century. It is known that the core of modern Muharraq Town was founded by the Banu
'Utub in 1801, and this data indic ates that the town did not spread to t his part of t he island (i.e. the higher
ground above the Suq Qaiseriya) until the mid 19th century or later.
9.2.4.3. The early horizon could not be dat ed closely using the pottery rec overed during the 2009 season, but
further pottery found in 2010 (see separate report) indicat es that it falls in the mid-late 7th or early-mid 8th
c. AD, i.e. the Umayyad Period. The excavations in 2009 and 2010 indicated the presence of a significant
urban settlement of that date beneath modern Muharraq Town.
9.2.4.4. Like the late historic pottery, all the material of the early horizon was redeposited, and brought in
during reclamation activities. No occupation levels were noted, and all cont exts contained a mixture of
ceramics of the early horizon and the 19th century.

9.3

Other Finds and Synthesis
9.3.1

General Comments on the Non-Ceramic Finds

9.3.1.1. The finds from Area A associated with the usage of the Y.A.F. 'Amara relate initially to th e sale of
dates and date syrup.
9.3.1.2. They then relate to the selling of building mat erials and household hardware, particularly on the
northern side of A rea A (s alt, lime, glass panes, tallow, bowls for carrying plaster, nails). This was
probably, but not certainly, a late us age which occurred after the closure of the date stalls (as indicated by
the finds overlying the abandoned madbasa in Room A7N). The use of the mill in the sout hwest corner
(Room A 10) may be cont emporary with the hardware stalls, along with the latest floors along t he southern
side of the warehouse. It was not possible to be sure whether these late occupations in Area A preceded
or coincided with the use of A reas B-F in the 1970s (see below), but the presence of a post-Independence
coin in Room A4 suggests that in some cases it the occupations coincided.
9.3.1.3. Areas B, C and F were used in the 1970s for selling off second hand goods left behind when the
British departed. Very little artefactual evidenc e could be related to any earlier usage of these areas, owing
to the laying of concrete floors and the rebuilding of A rea E in the 1970s, and th e nature of Area F (largely
reclaimed land from the mid 1970s).
9.3.1.4. The Area D finds relate to the use of the A.R.F. 'Amara during t he tenure of 'Ali Rashed Fakhro's son,
Rashed Ali. Some finds represent unsold stock, while ot hers consist of office furniture and administrative
documentation. The offices appear to have been used up to the 1980s.

9.3.2
9.3.2.1

Non-Ceramic Finds by Area

Area A Finds

9.3.2.1.1.
Apart from the madbasa jars, only the date baskets in Room A 2 (fig. 90) and date sacks in
Room A5 are likely to relate to the traditional use of the madbasat on the sout h side. According to Holes,
the date basket was known as a galla throughout eastern Arabia and southern Iraq, and typically weighed
56lbs (25.5kg) in Bahrain (Holes 2001: 14). The survival of the mat beneath the date baskets perhaps
suggests that a mat was used as part of the filter process as the syrup went into the channels below, but
would also have facilitated the annual removal of the dates and cleaning of the madbasa.

Figure 90: Date baskets (galla) in Room A2, Area A.
9.3.2.1.2.
A few finds can be related to the late us es of Area A, including a plastering(?) tool from Room
A4 (0029: 01- fig. 91), and a coin from the same room (0028:01 – fig. 92). The milling machinery and
miscellaneous junk from A10, including part of a light bulb, also relat e to the late usage of this section of
the site (figs. 94-6).
9.3.2.1.3.
The hardware stalls on the north side, also likely to be a late usage, provided bowls for
carrying plaster (juss), stacked with glass panes (fig. 97), as well as boxes of nails (fig. 98), coarse salt,
lime, and tins of grease (tallow?) (not illustrated).
9.3.2.1.4.
The alleyway yielded a crushed and degraded dat e basket, scraps of wood and masonry, and
a collection of glue(?) bottles (fig. 99).

Figure 91: Plastering(?) tool from Room A4 (Find 0029:01).

Figure 92: Coin from Room A4 (Find 0028:01).

Figure 93: Fittings in Room A8 (Context 0093).

Figure 94: Mi scellaneous finds from Room A10 (Finds 0069:01-03).

Figure 95: Milling machinery in Room A10. Many components have already been removed.

Figure 96: Parts of the milling engine found in Room A10.

Figure 97: Metal bowls and glass pane s from Room A1N (Find 001:7), with corroded sign.

Figure 98: Boxes of nail s from Room A3N (Find 001:9).

Figure 99: Small bottles (glue containers?) from the Area A alleyway (Find 0098:01).
9.3.2.2

Area B Finds

9.3.2.2.1.
fig. 100).

Two large coils of rope from Room B 1S were the only significant finds from Area B (1019:01,

Figure 100: Rope s in Room B1S (Find 1019:01).

9.3.2.3

Area C Finds

9.3.2.3.1.
A wooden and canvas stretcher, possibly of military origin, was the only find from Area C
(3001:104, fig. 101). It may have been left over from the sale of hardware auctioned off by the B ritish when
they left Bahrain.

Figure 101: Stretcher from the Stable complex of Area C (Find 3001:104).
9.3.2.4

Area E Finds

9.3.2.4.1.
Apart from fish and faunal remains mixed in with the redeposited reclamation fills, there were
no significant non-ceramic finds from Area E.
9.3.2.5

Area F Finds

9.3.2.5.1.
No finds were recorded from Area F. Apart from the quay, which was not successfully
relocated, it consisted of land reclaimed in the 1960s or 1970s, and nearly all traces of the sheds which
had subs equently been built there had been removed.
9.3.2.6
9.3.2.6.1

Area D Finds
General Comments on Area D Finds

9.3.2.6.1.1.
As noted above, finds in Area D consisted of a mixture of hardware and office equipment and
household goods relating to the occupation and function of the complex, goods intended for sale, and
administrative document ation. In the case of the first two cat egories, it was not always possible to be sure
whet her an artefact was intended for sale or use by the company employees.
9.3.2.6.2

Hardware and miscellaneous finds

9.3.2.6.2.1.
In Room D2, t wo large s afes were found (Finds 3001:62, 3001: 63, fig. 102). These were
open and empty, and left in situ. Abdullah K halifa indicated that he was in possession of the brass handles
or fittings that had once been on the safes.
9.3.2.6.2.2.
A pierced pearl diver's stone weight (Find 3001:1, fig. 103), weighing 6.5kg, was found
somewhere in the complex, possibly in Room D2. This was oval and of a dense grey glittering rock (known
as lasif in some parts of the Gulf, and said to come from around the island of Abu Musa). It may have been
kept as a souvenir of pearl diving days, or it may have belonged to one of the employees of the company
who had been a diver or continued to dive in the dying days of the industry.
9.3.2.6.2.3.
A large bronze bowl (dia. 80 cm), of the kind used traditionally for communal eating (e.g. to
present rice and a whole animal) was found (Find 3001:88, fig. 104). It is likely that this was used by Ali
Rashed Fak hro, or his son Rashed, to entert ain family and guests at his 'amara. This was lat er stolen from
the temporary store.

9.3.2.6.2.4.
Finds included a set of large iron ands wooden scales with balancing arm, and chains with
hooks (Finds 3001:65, 79, 84, 87, 95, figs. 106-8). These were used for weighing bulk goods for sale, such
as cement, nails and oil according to Abdullah Khalifa. Also found were large metal weights of various
sizes (Finds 3001: 75, 81), most of whic h were later stolen at night from the temporary store located in this
area during the 2009 excavation season.
9.3.2.6.2.5.
In the western part of the area, several large spoked fan windows were stacked, possibly
having been separated out of t he rubble following the collaps e of the old coffee shop. These were later
stolen at night from the area.
9.3.2.6.2.6.
Various other items were found which equipped the offices, including a small hand pump, teapots, a wooden desk, a wooden bed, three clocks, a No Parking sign, kerosene c ans, a metal vice or
press, a crushed box, a large metal chest, a metal trolley, locks, nails, a filing cabinet, and miscellaneous
mechanic al and electrical parts (figs. 105, 110).

Figure 102: Safes in Room D2 (Find nos. 3001:62, 3001:63).

Figure 103: Stone pearl diver's weight (Find no. 3001:01).

Figure 104: Large bronze cooking and serving ve ssel (Find no. 3001:88).

Figure 105: Clocks from Area D (Find no. 3001:68).

Figure 106: Large scales from Area D (Find no. 3001:65).

Figure 107: Part of scales (Find no. 3001:84).

Figure 108: Metal weights from Area D (Find no. 3001:75).

Figure 109: Metal weights from Area D (Find no. 3001:81).

Figure 110: Metal chest (Find 3001:85).
9.3.2.6.3

Goods

9.3.2.6.3.1.
Caches of hardware were found, which presuma bly represent unsold stock. These included at
least 23 ceramic drain pipes (curved pieces to allow a drain to round a corner) (Find 3001:60 – fig. 111),
and at least 17 metal sprung bed frames (Find 3001:61 – fig. 112).
9.3.2.6.3.2.
Several re-used Moon Orange Squas h bottles were found, some of which were stained with
date syrup(dibs), with one still containing liquid dibs (fig. 113). These may originally have been used to
collect syrup from Rashed 'Ali Fakhro's personal madbasa in A rea D, but they were recovered from the
spoil heap and their provenance is unce rtain. They could alternatively have been associated with the
madbasat of Area A. Their moulding on the bottles reads "Hooper Struve. AL 212 / 5 / RE GD No. 872219 /
L / U G B". Hooper Struve still exists and is based in Brighton, UK.
9.3.2.6.3.3.
A collection of at least 15 S now Soapless Detergent boxes was taken to the finds cabin (Find
0001:3 – fig. 114). These were found in a spoil heap in Area A, but the spoil originated from Area D so they
are though to have come from the office complex. The text on the boxes identified t heir contents as Snow
Soapless Detergent (Twainco Ltd, 52 Princess Sr, Manchester), and promised " Mountains of Lat her" and
"Snow White Whites". The detergent was still in working condition.
9.3.2.6.3.4.
Also found was a complet e Morris Marine boat engine (Find 3001:66 – fig. 115). It appeared
to have been used, and may have been a personal possession stored in the complex, or perhaps was
intended for second-hand sale. A smaller engine was also found, mark ed F. Perkins, Peterborough (Find
3001:74 – fig. 117).

Figure 111: Ceramic pipes from Area D (Find no. 3001:60).

Figure 112: Beds from Area D (Find no. 3001:61).

Figure 113: Bottles of dibs, found in a spoil heap in Area A, but probably removed from Area D by
workmen prior to the arrival of the OBAH team (Find 001:04).

Figure 114: Snow Soapless Detergent boxes, found in a spoil heap in Area A, but probably removed
from Area D by workmen prior to the arrival of the OBAH team (Find 001:03).

Figure 115: Engine (Find no. 3001:66). Morri s Marine.

Figure 116: Engine part (Find no. 3001:80).

Figure 117: Part of engine (Find no. 3001:74). F. Perkins Ltd., Peterborough (serial 00280016).
9.3.2.6.4

Administrative documents

9.3.2.6.4.1.
A large collection of receipt books, account ledgers, utility bills, bank statements, passports
and ot her documents was recovered (figs. 118-123).
9.3.2.6.4.2.
The receipt books and ledgers bore the name of Ras hed 'Ali Fakhro, the son of 'Ali Rashed
and last owner of the complex when it was still in use. They document the purchase and sale of various
goods between t he 1950s and 1980s. One document was a receipt for an application made in 1961 by
Rashed 'Ali Fakhro to the Finance Department of the Government of Bahrain, for registration in the
Registry of Commerce. Other documents show that he had already been active in trade in the 1950s.
9.3.2.6.4.3.
Nine passports were found of Omani origin. The men in question may have been employees
of Rashed 'Ali, and kept their passports with him either for s afekeeping, or because they owed him money
and left them as surety.

Figure 118: Selection of passports from Area D (probably Room D2).

Figure 119: Inside of passports from Area D.

Figure 120: Selection of economic documents from Area D (probably Room D2).

Figure 121: Selection of economic documents from Area D (probably Room D2).

Figure 122: Selection of economic documents from Area D (probably Room D2).

Figure 123: Registration of Commerce by Ra shed Ali Ra shed Fakhro (probably from Room D2).

10 DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
10.1

General Comments on the Sequence of Development

10.1.1. The arc haeological evidenc e is largely in agreement with, and complements, the data gathered by
Yarwood (2005: 178-80), who summarised his understanding of the development as follows:
"The lateral growth occurred in four phases. Originally the dwellings had approached the shore: barastis
or small shelters were built in a line along the shore and a street formed in front of them [Phase 1]. Thus
Bu Maher Road/Road 1123 was established. Cross routes would link to the shore where boats beached.
The process was then repeated along the new shoreline, and thus Tijjar Road/ Road 1125 emerged
[Phase 2]. All the buildings were barastis or temporary structures by 1890. The construction of the coastal
'amarat began then by reclamation. The coastline moved out about 70 metres West of Road 1125 as the
first generation of coastal 'amarat was built from 1890 to 1925 [Phase 3]. This period was the start of the
prosperity, which allowed the conversion of barastis into stone buildings of quality particularly after 1920.
Although the first two phases laid down plan form, the actual fabric was actually created in the third phase.
The fourth phase, from the late twenties until 1940, saw the further extension of the coastal 'amarat
westwards [Phase 4]."
10.1.2. A photograph from the 1870s (kindly shown to the authors by Dr Abdullah Solaiti) complements
Yarwood's data. It shows a row of stone buildings coming down to the natural shoreline, with no evidence
of any warehouse complex. This would be prior to Yarwood's first phase, when the natural shoreline c ame
right up to the base of a mosque, which must be identified with the Ebrahim Bin Yus uf Mosque, now
located just to the east and uphill of the S uq Qaiseriya. This photograph was therefore taken before his
Phase 1 line of barasti buildings was built to the west, creating a new street.
10.1.3. Assuming that Yarwood's framework is largely correct, and the 1870s photograph is both correctly
dated and loc ated, then the following inescapable conclusions must be drawn:
1.

The entirety of the excavated 'amara sites were built on land which was once below sea level,
or at least submerged at high tide.

2.

The stone buildings of the pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara phase are likely to dat e to between 1890 -1925.
Note that this is slightly later than the date indicated by the oral testimony of the Fak hro family
(1881).

10.1.4. A possible discrepancy between Yarwood and the archaeological evidence is that stone buildings
were found beneat h the western end of the Y.A.F. 'Amara. Either these indicate that not all buildings along
the shoreline were barasti prior to his Phase 3, contrary t o Yarwood; or, if these buildings were in fact the
earliest 'amarat on the site, that a significant phase of stone 'amara construction occurred prior to the major
extension of the shoreline to around 70m beyond Tujjar A venue. The latter interpretation does not
necessarily contradict Yarwood if one accepts that his Phase 3 was a gradual process between ca. 1890
and 1925, rather than a single phase of reclamation and building.
10.1.5. A second apparent discrepancy is the existence of layered horizons resembling occupation or midden
deposits beneath and around the pre-'amara buildings. These are rich in late 19th century pottery (as well
as material of the earlier horiz on of t he 7th/8th c. AD) and other cultural debris. These finds are not watereroded. Furthermore, the edge of obvious land reclamation (boulders at the bas e of t he sequence) starts
beyond the western border of the pre-'amara building and the underlying horizontal deposits. In other
words, the eastern part of the site should have been an intertidal zone up until around 1890, but instead
appears to be rich in arc haeological deposits. This is because of the particular form of reclamation used in
the eastern part of the site, known as samāda.

10.2

Samāda Reclamation

10.2.1. According t o Dr Abdullah Solaiti, the s amāda system entails the building of a retaining wall (bulṭ)
parallel to the shore, and then the tipping of rubbish (samāda, which gives the system its name) and

ground clearance debris behind it, such as is generated in the normal course of urban activity. This served
to dispose of household and settlement rubbish, while simultaneously reclaiming land. The archaeological
product is horizontal layers of midden debris such as one might expect to find around the outskirts of any
traditional settlement, but in intertidal areas. One would expect such dumping usually to produc e signs of
sloping tip layers, and their absence from the 'amara sequence could be explained by gentle tidal action
during the period of infilling, insufficient to abrade the pottery but sufficient to spread it out.
10.2.2. Test Pit A1 (Section 16), located on the landward side of the 'Amara shows this very clearly. At the
base of the section sediments were observed which represent natural s edimentation in a foreshore
environment, comprising interbedded gravels, sands and silts laid down at the waters edge. Very
occasional pot sherds most likely represent limited human activity in the vicinity of the foresho re wit h some
sporadic introduction of material to the natural environment. Overlying these nat urally occurring sediments
was a thick (0.6 m) suite of dumping and levelling layers which contained significant quantities of
anthropogenic detrit us in the form of mortar-rich sands sediments containing fragments of ceramic building
materials and pot sherds, and charcoal-rich sands and silts. These layers all had very distinct upper and
lower interfaces and marked changes in composition, both consistent with dumpi ng. Dark layers of
extremely charcoal-rich fine-grained sediment punctuated the sequence indicating periods of stabilisation,
similar to trample lay ers, suggesting that this reclamation work was carried out in a number of phases as
the reclamation advanced both laterally and vertically. Such a scheme of reclamation would have been
facilitated by the use of revetments behind which this material was dumped and compacted.
10.2.3. The nature of the ceramic assemblage supports the samāda explanation, in that material of the t wo
main ceramic horizons was entirely mixed together, with no evidence of any deposits being assignable
exclusively to one or other of the two .
10.2.4. Moreover, an apparent bulṭ can be seen in the adjacent Doy 'Amara in an appropriate loc ation (Wall
3126), while tidal action can be observed at the base of the layered sequence below the pre -'amara
buildings, in the form of water incursion at high tide.

10.3

Summary of sequence of Development
10.3.1 Site Period 1: Samāda reclamation and pre-Y.A.F. 'Amara buildings

10.3.1.1.
The process of samāda reclamation is evident in the eastern part of Areas A and E. In Area A
horizontal layers of artefact-rich mat erial lie beneath the earliest buildings. These comprise t wo large
buildings at t he base of the Wind Tower trench, built wit h a better construction method and materials than
the standing walls of the 'Amara. Stage 2 excavations in 2010 later revealed that these extended
eastwards, right to the edge of the samāda reclamation (s ee separate report), bey ond which boulder
reclamation began.
10.3.1.2.
In Area E, there was a wall (3126) which was considered to be a bulṭ wall (retaining wall for
reclamation deposits), and horizontal deposits on either side are considered to be samāda deposits.
10.3.1.3.
As noted above, the stone buildings of this phase may have been constructed as early as
1890, if one accepts Yarwood's framework, which states that stone buildings do not appear until Yarwood's
Phase 3. Strictly speaking, these stone buildings could therefore represent the first Y.A.F. 'Amara, though
this term has only been used in this report to refer to the extant above-ground structures in Areas A-C.

10.3.2 Site Period 2: Area A Boulder Reclamation and the building of the Y.A.F.

'Amara (Area A); and building or extension of the A.R.F. 'Amara.
10.3.2.1.
Boulder reclamation then began, and the first major phase of the Y.A.F. 'Amara (A rea A) was
built over the newly reclaimed land, and over the older reclaimed area, where existing buildings were
presumably dismantled down to their foundations. It can be assumed, though not proven, that all of the
major walls of the Area A warehouse were built simultaneously.
10.3.2.2.
It cannot be proven whether the madbasat were part of the original fittings of the warehouse.
As far as the archaeology can indicat e, there is no evidence that t he madbasat were installed at a late

date, i.e. that the focus on dates was a late modification of t he use of the 'amara, as suggested by the
Nomination File (Pearling: Testimony of an Island Economy p. 141). It woul d not be possible to s ure,
however, wit hout removing the madbasat and investigating the strata underlying them.
10.3.2.3.
Apart from the extant structures, the upper part of the Wind Tower Trench revealed walls
which were are probably the remains of the wind tower itself, which had completely disappeared above
ground level when excavation commenced.
10.3.2.4.
Stratigraphically, all of the Area D buildings are later than those of Area A, while the
architecture of Rooms D2-D3 implies that they were built later but relatively soon after, with very few and
poorly developed niches.
10.3.2.5.
Part of the A.R.F 'Amara (A rea D) overlies the boulder reclamation, suggesting that it too was
built or extended at this time.
10.3.2.6.
It is unc ertain what kind of building stood in Area E (Doy 'Amara) at this time, though t he line
of this phase of boulder reclamation extends into A rea E, and some kind of building probably stood there.
The building which preceded the Doy 'Amara in Area E (visible in the 1958 photograph, and Y arwood's
sketch) extends to the edge of Area A in the adjacent warehouse, indicating it was not built before the first
major phase of boulder reclamation in the vicinity.
10.3.2.7.
These construction events could either have occurred during Y arwood's Phas e 3 ( building of
the first stone 'amarat, 1890-1925), or his Phase 4 ('amara extensions, late 1920s-1940). Wind towers are
said by Kazerooni to have been introduc ed to Bahrain around 1920 and then spread elsewhere on the
Arabian shore of the Gulf (K azerooni nd.: 24, 45), but they may have been introduced to t he Arabian
shores at an earlier date, perhaps as early as 1896 (Hawker et al. 2005: 634).
10.3.2.8.
The date inscribed in the plaster of the A.R.F. 'Amara (1932/1933) provides evidence that
there was building activity at this end of the whole site during t he later time bracket, but t his association is
too weak to relate definitively to the building of the Y.A.F. 'Amara Area A , and appears to relate to a late
modification or refurbishment of Area D.

10.3.3 Site Period 3: Areas B, C reclamation and extensions; Area D modification
10.3.3.1.
It is not certain how long the western end of Area A stood as t he seaward front age of t he
'amara, but at some stage it was extended further west, with the construction of A rea B, and then A rea C.
Stratigraphically these were built in sequence, but in reality they could have been built at the same time.
Likewise, it cannot be known whether the quay visible in the 1958 photograph was built at the same time
as Areas B and C. Yarwood's analysis suggests that a significant extension of the 'amarat took place
between the late 1920s and 1940, and it is likely that these events took place some time within that time
bracket.
10.3.3.2.
These activities may have entailed further land reclamation, which could not be distinguished
from the earlier boulder reclamation underlying Area A.
10.3.3.3.
Both Yarwood and Hawk er state that "Persian" style arc hitecture, as seen in A reas B and C,
involving the extensive use of niches created by the principal of piers with infilling, is a relatively late
development in the region, perhaps stimulated by the movement of people from the Persian ports around
the start of the 20th century AD (Hawk er 2010: 56).
10.3.3.4.
Parts of Area D (Room D6, and the later rooms D5 and D1) also show the "Persian" style,
indicating that they were built or completely rebuilt at roughly the same time as the c onstruction of A reas B
and C.

10.3.4 Site Period 4: Late Usage
10.3.4.1.
The final phases of use of each area have been described in detail above, and will only be
summarised here. The madbasat of Area A were abandoned, apparently in the 1940s, but access to its
interior spac e does not appear to have been completely prevented. Most notably, a mill was installed on a

wooden floor in t he southwest corner, above an abandoned madbasa, while tallow, and oil drums were
stored above t he opposite madbasa on the north side. Lat e flooring in some of the other rooms on the
south side may also relate to the post-madbasa us age (Rooms A4, A9).
10.3.4.2.
The stalls on the nort h side which contained building materials and household mat erials
probably also relate to t he late us age of the site, but it can not be ruled out that they and their finds relate
to the main phase of the warehouse occupation, contemporary with the madbasat.
10.3.4.3.
As noted above, Areas B and C were c oncret ed over and used to sell s econd-hand goods in
the 1970s, while a new structure was built in Area E (t he Doy 'Amara) at around the same time. Aerial
photography indicates the presence of simple structures in Area F in the 1970s, built after further
reclamation, but evidence for these was not recovered archaeologically.
10.3.4.4.
Area D (the A. R.F. 'Amara) retained its traditional usage for longest, continuing to function as
a hardware store and office complex into the 1980s, under Rashed Ali Fakhro.
10.3.4.5.
The opportunistic approach to building in the late phase, where modern building mat erials
were combined with older constructions made from new materials and according to completely different
principles, testifies to the adapt ability of builders in transitional Bahrain between t he 1940s and 1970s.

10.4

Significance and Conclusions

10.4.1. The site and its components, particularly the Y.A.F. 'Amara, nonetheless reflect and repres ent the
economic and social t rans formations that took plac e during the height of the pearling boom, and its
aftermath. The foundation of the 'amara and its initial expansion probably occurred at the peak of the
pearling industry, whic h reached its apogee between ca. 1890 and 191 4. This phase would perhaps
correspond to Site P eriod 1 (samāda reclamation and first stone buildings) and perhaps also Site Period 2
(building of Area A in the Y.A.F. 'Amara).
10.4.2. Except for the diver's weight, remodelling of the seaward end of the Y.A.F. 'Amara (Areas B, C, F) has
removed direct evidence for involvement in the pearling industry (e.g. in the form of architectural features,
installations, tools or gear relating to boat equipment or repair).
10.4.3. It is not possible to pinpoint the ex act date of the expansion into A reas B, C and F, and the building or
extension of the A. R.F. 'Amara (Area D), but it is quite possible that this took place in the 1920s or 1930s.
This is seemingly at odds with the prevailing economic trend of the time: pearling revenues crashed at the
start of the First World War in 1914, following which there was limited recovery (reduced by t he advent of
the cultured pearl in around 1924) until the Wall Street Crash in 1929, which triggered a final and
permanent contraction of the industry to economically insignificant levels.
10.4.4. This underlines the fact that, although Bahrain had been heavily dependent on pearling as the basis
of its employment and cash economy, it had also developed other significant sources of revenue. Bahrain
had been developing its role as a major transhipment centre since the 1860s, and was also a major British
base in the region. It had considerable agricultural potential compared to its neighbours, particularly in date
production. Moreover, although t he commercial production of petroleum did not take place until 1932,
previous decades of exploration and drilling, including the granting of exploration c oncessions, had
brought a measure of wealth which helped offset the loss of pearling revenues.
10.4.5. The rapid prosperity brought by oil revenues, and other as pects of modernisation, particularly the
steamer trade, ultimately put an end to the traditional usage of the Y.A.F. 'Amara. The i ncreased use of
large steamers requiring modern port facilities, not to mention air transport, would have reduced the role
and profitability of the traditional 'amarat, which became obsolete as boat repair facilities, and places for
landing or loading bulk goods. Ultimately, the Y.A.F. 'Amara became marooned inland as land reclamation
continued, and other uses were found for its space.
10.4.6. The madbasat of Area A probably represent the final phase of large scale date syrup production using
traditional methods. Such madbasat had been used at least since the Kassite Period in B ahrain, i.e. mid to
late 2nd millennium BC (Højlund & Andersen 1997: 47, fig. 124), with at least eight later examples being
found in the so-called Tylos Fortress at Qala'at al -Bahrain, dating t o the13th century A D (K ervran et al.

2005: 175, fig. 84); at least one found in the settlement flanking the main Hormuzi -Portuguese fort at
Qala'at al-Bahrain, of t he 15th-16th c. AD (Lombard 1993-4: 31); and at least four found within the main
Hormuzi-Portuguese fort at Qala'at al-B ahrain, of the mid 16th c. or later (Kervran et al. 2005: 382-3, Pls.
76, 77, 78, p. 405, Pl. 121).
10.4.7. Regarding the supposed closure of the date stalls in around 1942, it is known that the British imposed
rationing and price controls at the start of the war, but because of the reluctance of some merchants to sell
at controlled prices they event ually sold essential foodstuf fs through government-controlled stores
(Belgrave 1960: 116-7). No specific mention of the closure of any date warehouses can be found in
Belgrave's autobiography, or his privat e diaries. The Persian Gulf Administration Reports mention that the
butchers in Bahrain were forcibly closed in 1944 for refusing to sell at prices fixed by the Government
(Anon 1986, vol. X, 1944, Bahrain: 7).
10.4.8. It is to be expected that small traditional madbasat continued to be used in private houses and
villages in B ahrain, and indeed may still be in use, but the closure of the numerous madbasat in A rea A in
the 1940s may signal the end of large-scale dibs production using the traditional method.
10.4.9. Notwithstanding the abandonment and collapse of the Y.A.F. 'Amara and neighbouring properties, the
site retains cultural significance, as illustrated by the steady stream of local and foreign visitors who c ame
to appreciate the site during its excavation, and in s ome case share their memories. The site and its
archaeological remains stand as a tangible reminder and symbol of the traditional maritime economy, and
as a testament to the development and expansion of Muharraq in the late 19th and early 20th cent ury AD.
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